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International Viewpoint # 184 ● May 7, 1990
Lithuania: front line of the fight for democracy

FOR ENTERPRISE LEADERSHIPS of Solidarnosc in two Polish cities — Wroclaw and Lodz — that I visited in April, the question of Lithuania was the "test" of Gorbachev's democratic credentials and in particular of his claims that Moscow no longer wanted to dominate East Europe by force. They expressed a complete identification with the Lithuanian independence movement and thought that the rest of Solidarnosc felt the same way. In Prague, I found the city center thoroughly posted for a rally in defense of Lithuania at the Soviet embassy.

The Lithuanian challenge is becoming an important experience for the democratic and workers' movement in Eastern Europe. In the Soviet Union itself, it seems to have begun to polarize the democratic movements, not only in the other Baltic republics or oppressed nationalities but in the Russian republic itself.

GERRY FOLEY

A S THE Lithuanian crisis deepens and as the Western governments increasingly make clear their lack of support for the national democratic cause, the democratic movements among the other oppressed nationalities of the Soviet Union and in Russia itself are coming more strongly to its defense. In his report of the special Sajudis congress in the April 23 Libération, Bernard Cohen noted the appearance of Edgar Savisaar, leader of the Estonian People's Front and now premier of the Estonian SSR, who embraced the Lithuanian leader Vytautas Landsbergis. The French reporter went on to point out:

"The mass pro-independence rally led in Riga [Latvia] on Saturday [April 21] supported what several Baltic politicians only yesterday were still calling the 'Lithuanian hastiness.' Those attending the Sajudis conference...also heard a message of solidarity read by a representative of the Ukrainian Rukh [the Ukrainian equivalent of the Baltic people's front]...[which] has clearly reinforced its positions in recent weeks, especially in the western Ukraine."

On April 15, the Estonian People's Front issued a strong statement in support of Lithuania: "The People's Front of Estonia calls on all enterprises, institutions, organizations, movements, unions and especially individuals in Estonia to be morally and materially prepared to support the Lithuanian people. "The fate of Estonia and all the Baltic countries now hangs in the balance in Lithuania. Our struggle for freedom is a common struggle. "A decisive moment has arrived testing our determination and faithfulness."

Agreement between Baltic national movements

On April 12, representatives of the governments of the three Baltic republics signed an agreement for economic cooperation, which also expressed political solidarity. Commenting on the document, Vilnis Bresia, the chair of the Council of Ministers of the Lithuanian SSR, said: "The Baltic republics have a common history, a common life and a common future. Our aims are common. Our road is one, the Baltic road. I think that no force can divide us...Although our government has not officially spoken on the status of the Lithuanian state, the signing of this document itself attests to recognition of it."

The Estonian leader Savisaar said: "I have always been convinced that it was necessary to build a strong economic union of the Baltic states. I think that collaboration in the political and economic spheres will be much more successful now than it was in the first half of this century. Then, our countries were, in the full sense, isolated from each other, each concerning itself only with its own problems. That made it possible for us to be treated the way we were in 1939 and 1940."

The solidarity of the Baltic states today is a dramatic contrast with their division in 1939-1940, and there is a key lesson in that. It is the socialization of their economies that has made that possible. When they were at the mercy of the capitalist world market, they fell under the domination of various great powers, Germany in the case of the Estonians, England in the case of the Latvians. The Lithuanians, ironically, were allied with the USSR, because of their conflict with Poland over the Vilnius area.

The economic cooperation document put the Baltic common market in the context of the decentralization of social enterprises: "The contracting parties consider that there is a real possibility for creating genuine market relations in the framework of direct relations between independent enterprises, organizations and other legal persons."

Deals with local authorities and enterprises

Moscow's economic blockade of Lithuania not only represents a repudiation of its democratic pretensions but also of its claims to be establishing a decentralized economic system ruled by the objective criteria of the market. The Lithuanian leadership is seeking to exploit this contradiction by offering deals directly to local authorities and enterprises. Economically, this tactic is useful to solve the problems created by Moscow's pressures. But it can become a very important political weapon.

Kremlin representatives in Lithuania have begun to complain about the Russian democrats giving aid and comfort to the "separatists," and their complaints are being given some play in the official Soviet press. For example, Pravda of April 6 carried a TASS dispatch reporting a statement by the Committee of Citizens of the USSR in Lithuania. This neo-Stalinist unionist organization condemned the Russian opposition organizations for supporting a government using undemocratic and even Stalinist methods — no, not Moscow, the Lithuanian government. TASS summarized:

"The irresponsible arbitrary actions of the Supreme Soviet of the [Lithuanian] Republic, it says in the statement, have put the fate of millions of people under threat, as well as the integrity of the USSR. It is realized by 'democratic' and 'radical' emissaries of all-Union and Russian members of parliament, by the deputies of the [opposition controlled]
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Leningrad and Moscow soviet leaders. A who has rushed to support B decision of the new government in Lithuania? Do their voters know about this?

In an interview in the April 14 issue of Kurier Wilenski, the Polish language organ of the Lithuanian Council of Ministers, Vadislav Shved, second secretary of the Central Committee of the Moscow loyalist split-off from the Lithuanian CP declared that while it could not be said that the Interregional Group of Deputies in the Congress of People's Deputies was unconditionally for Lithuanian independence, "it considers that it is possible to break up the union and then put it back together again."

"I say that we can break up the union and end up with such problems that afterwards we won't have anything to unite again."

Of course a breakup of the union would be a breakup of the bureaucratic state, and then from Shved's point of view, there really would be nothing to put back together.

The confrontation in Lithuania is also a test of Gorba-chев's ability to use his new monopolistic powers. The demand for the imposition of presidential rule is one of the main demands of the unionist organizations in the republic. In April, moreover, two key laws have been proclaimed. One is a law on emergency rule. The second is on "Greater Responsibility Before the Courts for Violations of the National Equality of Citizens and Forceful Violation of the Territorial Unity of the USSR."

The latter law provides for draconian penalties for basic calls for the violent overthrow or change of the Soviet government and social system or the forcible violation of the unity of the territory of the constitutionally guaranteed unity of the territory of the USSR, the republics and autonomous republics, autonomous regions and districts and also the dissemination of materials carrying such a message."

This law indicates that far more is at stake in the Lithuanian confrontation than the fate of one small people. The future of the democratic and national democratic movements depends on a victory for the Lithuanians. Moreover, the Baltic republics have from the outset been the cockpit of the movements of oppressed nationalities.

Even the Azers of the People's Front program is modeled on the Baltic one, despite the fact that some of its leaders have expressed hostility to all Europeans. It was the Baltic fronts that managed to get the Armenian and Azerbaijani fronts to engage in negotiations, in which they declared a common interest in opposition to Mos-

cow. The Baltic fronts recognized what was at stake in the Soviet intervention in Azerbaijan, and took the lead in the defense of the Azerbaijani front.

Whatever their weaknesses, the Baltic fronts are very politically aware organizations. And it is notable that despite the threats of military force and economic ruin being applied against it, the line of attack of the Soviet press against the Lithuanian leadership is far more political and subtle than that employed against the other national democratic movements. This applies both to the line of Moscow and the unionist Lithuanian Communist Party-CPSU (formerly, "on the platform of the CPSU").

According to Pravda's report on the first stage of the congress of the CPL-CPSU, which began on April 22, the CPSU Central Committee Secretary A. N. Girenko spoke at the congress, saying, according to the Pravda summary, that "he understood under what conditions the Communists of Lithuania had to act in persevering with the ideals and principles of the CPSU.

He gave special stress to the question of the sovereignty and independence of Lithuania. Today, this was the fundamental question... Finally opposing any attempt to break up the Union, Shved implied: "Divide the CPSU into national compartments, he expressed his support for the right of nations to self-determination."

In the press conference after the first stage of the congress, Girenko said: "Lithuania has the right to leave the USSR, but this has to be by the legal road." In the congress, itself, it seems, he professed his remarks about devotion to the principle of self-determination of nations by saying the priority was to meet the daily needs of the republic's inhabitants and the first thing necessary for that was "to preserve and strengthen Soviet power in the republic, the socialist statehood of Lithuania and of the entire Soviet Union as a federal state."

The April 10 Pravda carried an interview with CPL-CPSU leader Shved, in which he said that in claiming the right to dispose of institutions belonging to the Communist Party, the "Supreme Soviet of Lithuania is pushing us toward a neo-Stalinist society, utter lawlessness." The interviewer said: "The leadership of the republic declares that your party, with the help of military forces, is seizing control of these buildings." Shved replied: "Nothing of the sort. We are not seizing but defending party buildings and property. In principle, this should be defended by the laws, by the prosecutor's office, the internal affairs bodies. But when they do not carry out their functions, you have to appeal for help."

Shved claimed that his party was being threatened because of its program: "It is not surprising that a law is being prepared penalizing anti-government appeals, in accordance with which our party will be outlawed. This is because it supports such wild ideas, in the view of parliament, as a Lithuania in a renewed federation."

This bitter sweet complaint came at the very time when the Soviet parliament was passing a law that made national appeals a political crime with equally draconian penalties, without of course any complaints from the likes of Shved. Clearly, this interview was part of the provocative role being played by Moscow's Lithuanian fifth column.

Shved claimed not even to be against
independence, if it were done in the "right way." "I have said that the Communists want to see Lithuania in a union of equals. But nonetheless, I consider that every people has the right of self-determination; it is stupid even to dispute about that. But the problem should not be resolved with such methods. The process by nature is a painful and long-drawn-out one, and here you have one blow of the axe."

In the April 14 Kurier Wilenski, courtesy of the "neo-Stalinist" Council of Ministers of the Lithuanian republic, Shved expanded on his attitude to the question of independence: "As regards the independence of Lithuania, we are in favor of it being free from dictators, oppression, bureaucratic unity, of it being in the framework of a free Soviet federation.

You can't pose the question whether we are for Lithuania leaving the USSR or not. The situation in the world is such that no one can be independent. Independence can be understood as freedom to determine the form of dependence. Some propose that it would be better to be dependent on the EEC. I say, on the other hand, that we may be capable to rebuild our federation to meet democratic norms.

"Lithuania has the right to leave the Soviet Union, but in the present situation, wouldn't this be a precedent that could lead to perestroika ending in aiasco in the Soviet Union? I think that if Lithuania expresses a wish to leave through a referendum, it should leave. But our comrades think that it is necessary to explain to people that steps leading out of the Soviet Union are disastrous.

Western governments find pretext

Gorbachev has put forward more or less the same line, and it has been bought by a lot of Western commentators, who are ready to believe that he is ready to let Lithuania go, only not now, only when he has the situation in the country better in hand. On the part of the press, this may be confusion. On the part of the Western governments, it is a pretext to cover the fact that they have no interest in the rights of nations and considerable interest in deals with Moscow.

It is essential in order to build support for the Lithuanian national democratic movement to fight any such confusion. Democracy is not something that can be postponed for the sake of political expediency, and the oppressor power has no right to determine the conditions in which national self-determination is expressed, in particular to change the rules of the game as it chooses. The Soviet constitution says that the republics have the right to leave the USSR, period! That is an essential legacy of Leninism. It is revolting to see Soviet government spokespeople argue that no one in the West would allow "part of their countries to get up and walk away."

There is no indication that Gorbachev is moving toward a greater democratization. In fact, all the signs are the opposite — the new laws mentioned earlier, the calls for presidential rule, the use of military and economic threats, even the use of KGB forces to try to stop black market trade with Lithuania.

Independence and mobilization of support

In the present conditions, if the Lithuanians relaxed their claim to independence to any degree, allowed this claim to become in any way confused, to that extent they would lose control of the situation and weaken their ability to mobilize support. There are of course various degrees of independence in a dog-eat-dog world, but there is a qualitative difference between political independence and the lack of it.

Moreover, the question of momentum is decisive for the Lithuanian movement. Sajudis is a broad coalition of different forces. It depends also on an alliance with the independent Communist Party, whose attachment to the national cause is ambiguous, if not consciously two-faced. A good example of this is the editorial page of the independent CP organ "Tiesa" of April 17.

The headline is "Two Opinions". But in fact only two angles of the same argument are presented. The first article, entitled "Independence and Beyond" starts with a lot of drum beating about the Soviet "occupation" and the wickedness of "collaborators," obviously the CPL- CPSU.

But it goes on to present a plethora of leftist arguments: "Mr. Gorbachev is also trying to win the conservative layers. The president of the USSR knows that if he cannot reach these layers, he will fail. The fact that democracy is still weak in Russia was shown by the recent elections."

The following article tried to back up this argument by citing the Western press, including the Voice of America: "Other administration spokespeople have indicated that they do not have the goal to encourage...Landsbergis to widen his challenge to Moscow." It went on to say: "From the statements of the foreign press, the conclusion can be drawn that no one disputes Moscow's right to "deal with the Lithuanian problem."

Any falttering of the drive for independence will give the independent Communist Party a chance to begin to sabotage and divide the movement.

The Lithuanian push is also the locomotive for the other Baltic republics, where there is a large non-native population. In the case of Estonia, the "pro-independence" CP has managed to get a pivotal position. In this context, in particular, the call on the Lithuanian leaders by Kohl and Mitterrand represents a de facto alliance with Gorbachev.

The Lithuanians can expect nothing from the Western governments but betrayal. But they can get effective political support from democrats and fighters for national freedom everywhere. The slogan of the Polish independence fighters of the nineteenth century, "For Our Freedom and Yours," has already begun to appear in the Lithuanian demonstrations.

Significance of Lithuania in Western Europe

In an editorial in its April 5 issue, Zuzik, the organ of the section of the Fourth International in the southern Basque country, pointed out the importance of the Lithuanian example for Western Europe as well:

"The independence of Lithuania is an event of surpassing importance. For the first time in more than four decades in the immovable Europe, the product of Yalta and the blocs, there may be a change in frontiers opening the way for the entry of a nation that wants to form its own state. This is the first occasion in all this time that a national awakening has swept up the great majority of the population..."

"In fact, the so-called neutrality and real lack of support for Lithuanian independence by the West European states is not motivated so much by the desire not to complicate things for Gorbachev...as by a realization of what a change in frontiers means and because in their own houses there are also national movements that could take their inspiration from the example and victory of Lithuania."
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VOTES AGAINST STALINISM

INCE the mid-70s Hungary has fallen into an ever deeper economic crisis, including massive foreign indebtedness, forcing Hungarian people to work much more and much harder. In the 1980s the growing crisis undermined the legitimacy — albeit weak — that the post-Stalinist system had gained through the rising living standards of the 60s and 70s. The position of the tiny internal opposition became stronger as a result. Through illegal publications and traditional demonstrations on March 15, the Democratic Opposition, bringing together liberals and intellectuals associated with the 1956 revolution, many of them with leftist or explicitly Marxist origins, gained increasing popularity in the capital Budapest.

NEW DEMOCRATIC GROUPS BEGIN TO APPEAR

In September 1987, a few weeks after the new prime minister Károly Grosz spoke out openly for the first time about the country’s enormous economic problems, another group of intellectuals, this time with powerful nationalist inclinations, founded the Hungarian Democratic Forum. The HDF was given protection and publicity by the reform Communist leader Imre Pozsgay, who was trying to put Gorbachev’s glasnost into practise and play the role of a new Imre Nagy and shift the country towards pluralist democracy. In March 1988 another group appeared: two dozen Law and Economics students founded the Alliance of Young Democrats (AYD), which openly proclaimed itself as a political organization whose goal was the creation of a new democratic Hungary.

By May 1988 the membership of the Hungarian Socialist Workers Party (HSWP — the Communist party) had reached the conclusion that the old, paralyzed leadership must be replaced. The party conference accepted the concept of a “socialist market economy” (the market mechanism across the board, but with state-owned property predominating) and “socialist pluralism” (a broad national coordination between the mushrooming social organizations but without other parties). But Hungary’s Western friends proposed more radical steps towards West European style multiparty democracy and a full market economy. In his speech of November 1988, HSWP general secretary Grosz rejected the legalization of parties, but by February 1989, the HSWP leadership realized that they had no choice but to accept pluralism. In March, with the aid of the United States ambassador, Mark Palmer, the new parties established the Opposition Round Table (ORT) which, in May, started negotiating with the HSWP.

Luckily nobody asked who the ORT members represented. At the same time, because of the unclear situation, the so-called social organizations (trade unions, Women’s Council, youth movement and so on) took part in the National Round Table (NRT) as a third force. The ORT members used the rebirth of Imre Nagy in June 1989 and were encouraged further by a visit from George Bush in July. In September the participants in the NRT signed the agreement on a “peaceful transition” meaning an end to the one-party state and the establishment of a democratically elected parliament. On October 23, on the anniversary of the 1956 demonstration, Hungary was declared a republic. The majority of the NRT agreed to the election of the leader of the HSP (as the HSWP is now), Pozsgay, as President. But a group led by the Alliance of Free Democrats (AFD) collected 200,000 signatures and prevented this. A national referendum then decided to delay the presidential election until after the elections to parliament, which were fixed for March 25, 1990.

The electoral system that has been worked out is a rather unsatisfactory mixture of two methods resulting from a political compromise. One method, that of the “party-list”, favours small parties, while “first past the post” (referred to henceforth as voting for individuals) favours big parties. Last September no party was sure if it would turn out to be big or small, and the NRT thus decided that 176 of the 384 MPs should be elected individually, 128 on regional lists and 90 on a national list, this latter being made up of votes left over.

LIST SYSTEM WORKS AGAINST SMALL PARTIES

But they also included a limitation on the list system that worked against small parties. Any party getting less than 4% would not get into parliament and their votes would be redistributed among the parties with more than 4%. It was also stipulated that a candidate had to get the signatures of 750 sponsors in a district to be able to stand there, a ruling that seemed to many people to throw into question the secret character of the electoral process. Even so in many districts parties could find eight or ten willing candidates.

According to the electoral rules in the first round, candidates could only become MPs from individual districts if they got more than half of the votes cast. In the second round the strongest three from the first round can stand and the decision is by a simple majority, providing that more than a quarter of the citizens take part in the voting. All this is very complicated and many of the population could hardly understand it.

The party campaign managers soon grasped that the key to popularity and high votes is the mass media, and a bloody fight ensued for influence and time on TV and radio. In January and February more than 50 parties had two spots of five minutes each on prime time TV and radio. Many of their efforts were really dreadful and alienated many people both from a lot of small and not very serious parties, but also from the whole electoral process.

The campaigns were aggressive and sometimes dishonest. The election campaign took place in an intensely anti-Communist atmosphere. The TV and radio were full of rightist interpretations of 1945 and 1956 — emphasizing the oppressive role of the Soviet Union in Hungary in the postwar era — and the oppression of the Hungarian minority in Romania. Socialism was identified with the Ceausescu and Honecker regimes and
the secret police, and was presented as a historical dead-end, a tragic mistake.

As early as last August, Zsolt Németh, an Oxford-educated activist of the AYD announced to the people at an election meeting in the country town of Zalaegerszeg that they should "smash the Communists into the ground". Afterwards this phrase became a notorious example of how not to conduct the peaceful democratic self-education of Hungary. The AYD then came up with the slogan: "Listen to your heart, vote for us!" But some weeks before the election day, this party which aimed to finish off the system, looking for a big victory in the elections, reverted to the slogan "listen to your brain. Smash them into the ground!"

Searching out the Communists

However it was becoming increasingly difficult to track "them" down. After October the CP had become two separate parties, the HSP and HSWP and former CP members could be found in almost every other party. However another AYD leader Viktor Orbán found the solution, charging that there were now four Stalinist Communist parties in the elections: the HSWP, the HSP, the Patriotic Election Coalition (PEC) — in fact an alliance of different social organizations, regardless of party — and the Agrarian Union, that contains representatives of agricultural cooperatives, and wants to defend successful agricultural institutions.

In January there was a big struggle over the TV News. The new TV management kicked out the liberal minded editorial staff and replaced them with HSP sympathizers. This development contributed an anachronistic aspect to the campaign. The parties, especially the nationalists ones, made people feel as if they were in the middle of the last century. They announced that the 12 points of the 1848 revolution — withdrawal of foreign troops, union of Transylvania with Hungary, a free press and so on — had not been achieved, implying that the nation faces today the same problems — democratization, national independence, and the transition to bourgeois society — as 142 years ago, regardless of the totally changed economic and social structure and a different world. The Soviet Union was identified with the Habsburg Empire, long-time Communist leader János Kádár with the suppressor of the 1848 revolution General Haynau and the Young Democrats with the "March Youth" (revolutionary young writers and students) of 1848. The newly established state prizes are named after political personalities from the last century such as Count Széchenyi and Táncsics. The Kádárist idea of the nation was to be replaced with an idea from the revolutionary (and counter-revolutionary) times of the last century.

Even so, people could not be entirely distracted from the deteriorating economic situation, and this became the main charge laid at the door of the left wing parties. By the end of last year the Németh government had become completely confused about its own identity and destination. Even so, Németh's disastrous economic decisions, including taking on IMF programme bringing rapid inflation — and political scandals hurt the HSP more than Németh himself.

Political developments in other Eastern European countries strengthened the rightist tide. Apart from the HSWP and the Agrarian Union, all the parties, including the HSP are dominated by their right wing. Hungary came to the elections without any significant workers movement. The relatively big, but absolutely weak, political left had no illusion about its electoral prospects.

The results in the first round were in keeping with opinion poll predictions. The HDF got nearly 25%, the AFD more than 20%, the Independent Smallholders Party a bit more than the AYD and Christian Democratic People's Party a bit less than 18%. The 4% limit particularly affected the HSWP and the PEC. The Hungarian Social-Democratic Party also failed, despite enormous support from the western social democratic parties, including TV clips with photos of Brandt, Mitterrand, Gonzalez and so on together with the HSDP President. This latter was taken to hospital, amid suicide rumours, after hearing the result.

The voting for individual candidates in the first round showed that no party enjoys absolute trust. Only five per cent got more than 50% of the votes, among them the prime minister Miklós Németh, who stood as an independent.

The result also confirmed what already seemed likely: that only a small minority were prepared to vote for anything that seemed faintly left-wing. The propaganda of the right wing parties got somewhat over the relatively peaceful and prosperous 60s and 70s and suggested that today's right-wingers were the successors of the revolutionaries of 1848. If they won the elections, they implied, Hungary would be on an economic par with Austria within seven years. The vote was not positive: it was a vote against the past, against what people perceived as Communism and Socialism.

Lower turnout for second round

The second round, however, brought the real decision — a striking victory for the HDF. In the second round it was necessary to choose between the HDF and AFD, even if the voter actually supported someone else. Because of this many people stayed at home on April 8 and there was only some 50% participation, as against 65% in the first round. But yet again the votes were cast on the "negative choice" principle and the majority chose the HDF.

Why? Not because the AFD had not emphasized the national question sufficiently and took over the IMF programme wholesale. It was because people had had enough of radicalism and loud noise and the HDF seemed more moderate, despite some anti-semitic and radical elements within it. In fact all the most aggressive leading candidates from the various parties, failed in the individual districts.

The first session of the incoming parliament will ask HDP president József Antall to form a coalition government on a proportional basis.

Antall, a 58 year old historian, is a son of a former smallholder politician. Because of his active role in the 1956 revolt he had to give up teaching in a high school and worked in a university library, where some years ago he became director. He has taken part in the HDF's activities since the beginning. Compared to the famous writers and other personalities in the HDP he is not at all well known and was not expected to become president. But the former unofficial HDP leader, Zoltán Bíró, was too closely connected with Pozsgay and as the Communists and Socialists found themselves increasingly isolated, so
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MPs by parties and origins

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parties</th>
<th>Individual (district)</th>
<th>Regional List</th>
<th>National List</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HDF</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>42.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFD</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>23.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISP</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>11.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSP</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>8.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AYD</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>5.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCSP</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>5.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AU</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ind</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Common</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
did Antall's star rise.
Last summer the HDF had a significant advantage in publicity and popularity compared to the rest of the opposition, and was expected to win the absolute majority in the forthcoming elections. It played the role of a hold-all party, like the Smallholders in 1945. However their ambiguous relations with the ex-Communists caused a definite decline by the end of the year. No other party, however, was able to have the same kind of broad appeal and the temporary weakness was overcome. The HDF's economic experts have been constantly critical of the Németh government's programme, which has succeeded in creating inflation and unemployment at the same time.

Corporate structures of old regime
The AFD programme is much the same, that is, a domestic version of the IMF stabilization programme. In fact this polarization has roots in the corporate structures inherited from the Kádár period, when the struggle between the financial/monetary and the planning apparatus expressed the tension between plan and market. The HDF's experts are mostly from the planning apparatus, while the HSP and AFD teams come from the financial and monetary authorities. Apart from criticizing the ongoing economic crimes — spontaneous privatizations and increasing inflation — the HDF has also organized so called HDF-markets aimed at destroying the grip of the so-called "vegetable maffia". At these markets vegetables are sold at cheaper than usual prices. This project has greatly increased the HDF's popularity as have their regular deliveries of food, books and medicines to Transylvanian Hungarians.

Antall explains his party's success by the fact that it represents the option of a synthesis of Christian, national, democratic and social thought. In the HDF, so it is said, these values reinforce each other rather than cancelling each other out. He also uses the term "interest-unification", which comes from the programme of revolutionary leader Lajos Kossuth in the 1840s. In the contemporary context, interest-unification should be understood as the bringing together of the domestic private producers — entrepreneurs who need the market, and domestic demand, that is, well-paid workers and decreased inflation. This is all very beguiling, but even Antall does not sound too sure of its success.

When asked about the possibility of a coalition with the AFD, he rejected the idea with the argument: in the case of an economic crash it would be better if only one of the big parties went down with it. This is a clear admission that there is a good chance that the HDF's economic programme will fail. Antall is offering an average West European standard of living in ten years and entry into the EEC in five. But such prospects require sustained economic growth, impossible with the trade deficit, the IMF-policy and the likely economic pressures from the Soviet Union. These dilemmas could undermine the power and popularity of the HDF government very quickly.

Smallholders make explosive call for land reform
In its election propaganda the HDF described itself as the "tranquil power". But at the moment it is neither tranquil nor powerful enough to rule by itself. The natural allies of the HDF are the Christian Democrats (CCPP) and Smallholders (ISP). The CCPP's programme is to strengthen Christian values amongst the nation — much less expansive than the HDF's call for "land reform", that is to say the restoration of the land ownership pattern to that existing before 1947, a plan that, if carried through, would lead to the collapse of Hungarian agriculture and the food supply.

The next step is to carry out the campaign promises. This is not so simple. After his victory, Antall announced that the party programme is not the same as the government programme, because the government is a coalition. In a TV debate in February, he insisted that what was coming was not a change of government but a transformation of the system, demanding large-scale changes in the ministries and other important bodies. But now he is doing his best to calm the state bureaucrats, who are pointing out that they need skilled and experienced cadres. On May 2 the parliament will elect its chairperson, probably from the HDF, who will be the provisional president and who will ask Antall to form a government. Later the parliament will elect a president, not necessarily an HDF member. Nor will the HDF hold all the key posts in the government.

Antagonisms inside ex-Communist Party
In the near future the HSP is going to open crisis, leading to another split in the left. There is no reason for the party to stay united, given the extreme antagonism between the left and right in the party. The left explains the party's failure on the grounds of a lack of real contact with the workers and proposes a unification of the progressive leftist forces of the HSP, the HSWP, and the Independent Social Democratic Party. The right explains the failure on the grounds of an excess of Stalinist remnants. They want to get rid of the left-wing in preparation for a future coalition with the AFD.

Like me in this article, in the past few months the Hungarian people have paid much more attention to the political show than to the real changes in their living circumstances and material perspectives. However, in the present economic situation not only a striking recovery but simply the maintenance of the standard of living depends on the outside world, on economic diplomacy. The increasing dissatisfaction of the workers is still hardly visible and has not yet taken on a political form. The question for the next year in Hungary is: how will the HDF government handle the working class, and who will finance the HDF's Hungary?
Changes in East Germany’s former ruling party

THE EAST GERMAN Socialist Unity Party (SED — the Communist Party), was an Instrument of domination representing the privileged and parasitic bureaucracy of non-capitalist East Germany. It has done a tremendous job in discrediting Marxist and socialist ideas in both parts of Germany, and the rest of the world. It was a Stalinist party, according to anyone’s definition, even if it dropped positive references to Stalin a long time ago and even if it was the result of a fusion of the former Communist Party and the Socialist Party of Germany (SPD), which was purged of its “social democratic elements”.

MANUEL KELLNER

STRUCTURED according to a finely tuned hierarchy of privileges, this system corrupted millions of people. Its relation to the working class and the population in general was based, firstly on repression, and secondly on providing a feeling of existential security sufficient at least to ensure that no generalized revolt took place.

Maintaining the standard of living in the midst of generalized incompetence required various acts of economic adventurism, the costs of which are now becoming apparent, particularly as regards the foreign debt. It is furthermore hard to imagine a grosser desecration of emancipatory ideals than the practice of selling political prisoners and malcontents to the West — for 95,847 D-marks per head.

Working class confidence shattered

The bureaucracy destroyed the working class’ confidence that it could run the firms and the economy itself, and prepared it for the Western bourgeoisie — by inculcating a spirit of submission, encouraging ideals of passive consumerism on the Western model, ever-present via the TV, and establishing a complete separation between private and public life, where outward support for official lies was demanded.

The SED was de facto, if not formally, the only party. The other parties of the National Bloc, the CDU, LDPD, NDPD and Peasants Party played the role of an alibi. Elections were farces offering no alternatives, but at which it was more or less mandatory to vote for the prefabricated lists. The SED was linked to a vast apparatus of repression: the political police, the Stasi, maintained surveillance over the whole population with its 80,000 professional officers and innumerable informers and collaborators.

It is, in any case, now becoming increasingly clear that the face of Stalinism in East Germany was no more human than in the Soviet Union — many people died in concentration camps and were murdered for their opinions in a completely arbitrary fashion.

Consistent supporters of peaceful coexistence

All this is true, and is widely spoken about in the media. What is being discussed hardly at all is the reactionary role of the SED in the international policy of the Stalinist and post-Stalinist leaderships. The SED, which had a certain autonomy based on the country’s relative economic strength within the Soviet Bloc, exerted a rightward pressure on the workers movement in many countries in the world. Despite its rejection of Gorbachev’s glasnost, the SED was one of the most consistent supporters of “peaceful coexistence” with imperialism. Its latest ideological contraption was the discovery of “imperialism capable of pursuing a peace policy”.

This corresponded to the extensive economic deals between the East German bureaucracy and West German imperialism, an entente concealed by the routine of public polemics. It was quite in character, for example, for the SED to try to build up the right-wing of the Brazilian Workers Party (PT) against the revolutionary socialist currents in the party. Nonetheless, it would not be right to define the Party of Democratic Socialism (PDS — the new name of the SED) as merely the simple continuation of the SED, and thus as a “Stalinist” party that has made a purely pragmatic change of name and profile to adapt to new conditions. Many things have changed: it is necessary to go beyond scholastic dogmatism and give a serious account of the profound changes in the party.

The SED had 2.7 million members. The PDS has today some 650,000. The SED was a dictatorial ruling party; the PDS is an opposition party that got 17% of the vote in elections largely influenced by the West German bourgeoisie. Without being in a position to give precise figures on this subject, it is clear that the party has many new members who joined after the election of the new leadership under Gregor Gysi (who was not tied to the old regime and who, as a lawyer, had defended oppositionists such as New Forum’s Barbel Bohley). It is also clear that a lot of people who were party members purely for reasons of personal advantage have now left, and the number of those remaining who have sincere socialist and progressive convictions must be much higher than before. The party has a new programme in which the following values are strongly present: solidarity; socialist democracy; the vision of a socially just society; emancipatory ends; and the social interests of the weaker sectors and wage-earners.

PDS comes out for Germany unification

At the same time there are a series of adaptations to the ideology of the triumphant bourgeoisie such as the practice of the market and the proclamation of national unity as a positive end in itself. The PDS also has new statutes that significantly reinforce the democratic rights of members and imply the right of tendency (which in any case exists de facto in the platforms inside the party, which can organize themselves, submit their proposals to a vote and so on).

Some commentators on the far left have been quick to characterize the PDS as a post-Stalinist party in the process of a rapid social democratization in the fashion of the Italian CP. There are elements of truth in this judgement and the PDS has requested admission to the Socialist International — as has the Nicaraguan FSLN for example. But we should be a bit cautious. Full-scale social democratization requires a certain material base in organic liaison with a state with a bourgeois parliamentary system. Even with its present electorate, at an all-German level, the PDS would get between 2% and 4% of the vote. In these conditions social democratization remains mainly an ideological
thing, limited by its electoral interest in appearing as a force more to the left of the SPD and more "red" than the Greens.

In the March 18 elections in the GDR, the PDS was the party which most consistently (and most effectively, given the small size of the independent socialist United Left) defended the sovereignty of the population of the GDR and their acquisitions in the face of the offensive of West German capital as well as the values of social solidarity. Of course, the Modrow government inclined to the perspective of a capitalist reunification and the "social market", but this was seen by the electorate as "realism", as a something imposed by the "force of circumstances", which in their eyes leaves pride as the only remaining resistance to the humiliations of colonization and the policy of unconditional Anschluss.

The success and profile of the PDS have stimulated a debate inside the United Left, which is likely to seek close collaboration with the PDS and the stepping up of political dialogue.

**West German left assesses possibilities for unity**

In West Germany there is a discussion inside the left. This involves the "renovators", who have split from the West German Communist Party to form the Socialist Forum, the Left Forum current in the Greens and the far left. It concerns an assessment of the PDS' evolution and even whether it might be possible to base a project for the building of a mass united socialist force on the strengths of the PDS.

There are quite a number of people in the West German working class who are not in any of the parties and who find the far left too weak to be credible. A force like the PDS, connecting socialism and democracy, representing a mass current to the left of the SPD, having broken with Stalinism and forming a part of the workers movement — contrary to the Greens — would attract them. Thus the existence of the renovated PDS influences the debate for West German socialists and revolutionaries.

It seems clear to me that the PDS is in a phase of transition which may give rise to a political force whose material bases — defence of the interests of the bureaucracy — will have totally changed without any new organic link with the bourgeois state being formed.

**Bourgeoisie envisages repression of left**

On the contrary, the West German bourgeoisie is conducting a campaign of stigmatization against the PDS with the aim of isolating it and oppressing it after capitalist reunification — which is also the intended fate for the rest of the left that still maintains references to Marxism. It is the duty of revolutionaries to defend the PDS against this campaign, without lessening the sharp criticisms that are necessary.

These criticisms fall into three main categories: (a) the PDS' opportunistic policies (b) the PDS' programme, which is reformist and (c) the lack of a serious balance sheet of the party's past. On this latter point, the superficial account of the past accepted so far by the PDS gives succour to liberal critics and bourgeois democratic ideology.

The revolutionary left must try to exercise caution in its analyses of the PDS and understand the nature of its transformation into a left party with a new character, that of a reformist tendency to the left of actually existing social democracy. The revolutionary left must seek unity in action and political dialogue with this party. A Stalinophobic attitude in this regard would be anachronistic and would play...
East and West unite — to cover up for the Stasi

AT THE END of March, tens of thousands of demonstrators (50,000 in East Berlin) came back into the streets of the cities of East Germany to demand “no Stasi (secret police) in the parliament!” Werner Schulz of New Forum called on the demonstrators to “carry through what we started in the autumn”. Wolfgang Templin from the Initiative for Peace and Human Rights added: “What this conflict is really about is: will we have democracy or not?”

In the following article, which first appeared in the April 13, 1990, issue of La Brèche, the paper of the Swiss Socialist Workers Party (Swiss section of the Fourth International), Michel Thévenaz takes up the story.

MICHEL THÉVENAZ

Berlin CDU warns against checks going beyond the limits of parliament. “Will we soon be checking up on the 27,000 elected representatives in the communes and districts? The people will come to blows.”

Pastor Eppelmann predicts lynch mobs

The same note was struck by Pastor Rainer Eppelmann, a publicly known figure from the November demonstrations and latterly the leader of “Democratic Awakening”, a small formation (0.9% of the vote) allied to the CDU, who is looking for a government post. Eppelmann predicts a “lynch-mob atmosphere” and a settling of accounts. While he has not opposed the checks on the parliamentarians, he wants the inquiries to stop and a compromise to be found:

“I see only one way forward. The new parliament must be as clean as possible, and then, should give a general pardon.” (Der Spiegel, April 2, 1990).

Why hide the truth in this way? Sebastian Pfugbeil, minister without portfolio in the Modrow government and a member of New Forum, expressed the feelings of tens of thousands of citizens. “There can be no question of limiting the inquiry to the 400 deputies. The municipal elections are coming up and I do not want to vote for a mayor who worked for the Stasi. It is the same with the judges, the prosecutors and teachers. I do not want my children educated by former Stasi members. The situation is somewhat similar to 1945 — and the solution then was not very satisfactory. I believe that we can resolve this in a more intelligent fashion this time. This requires a certain effort, but this is not a reason for not going through with it.” (Tageszeitung, March 28, 1990)

The argument about “settling accounts” is a good piece of camouflage for what is going on. The danger is not that of mass lynchings, but that of the reconversion of the Stasi into the state and industrial apparatuses. On March 26, after an inquiry undertaken by citizens’ movements in Rostock, backed up by a street demonstration, the city’s mayor, Henning Schleiff and his advisor on school affairs, Gustav Benndlin, both members of the former ruling party, the SED, and the Stasi, resigned. They were recycling former party and Stasi members into the schools. After their resignation the town hall was occupied by members of the Round Table and the new mayor is a member of New Forum.

Cutbacks in the state security sector

Meanwhile Werner Fischer has come up with some facts. In his “Security Working Group Report” of the central Round Table in the GDR of March 12, 1990, he points out that “38,750 of the Stasi’s 40,409 employees at central level and 28,815 of the 33,121 employees at district level have been made redundant”. He sets down criteria for their re-employment:

“No employment of collective structures, employment of specialists to carry out tasks for the ministries, but never in a leadership role; control by the police trade union; provisional employment for one year and after this period permanent employment if the work collective agrees.” (report p.8)

Then he adds: “Control over the dissolution of the old security ministry is meeting big problems as regards the foundation of enterprises using Stasi funds. An example of this is the Enterprise of Engineers for the Construction of Scientific Equipment, which was hastily set up on January 13, 1990 [two days before the popular occupations of Stasi offices] by a ministerial decision taken without sufficient information being given to the public, and which fuses several sections of the former Stasi and its offshoots.

“The enterprise currently has three main workshops, in Berlin-Köpenick, Leipzig-Benken and Berlin-Hohenschönhausen, each equipped with a highly developed technical infrastructure and a multitude of small production workshops and depots. There are also 16 rest centres with some 4000 places, a kindergarten with 544 places and an unknown amount of land.

As the Ministry of Science and Technology put it on January 13, 1990, there is an ‘Enterprise of Engineers for the Construction of Scientific Equipment employing, as previously, more than 1,500 former members of the Ministry of Security who, above all, are continuing to work in the old structure of their enterprise’.” (p.11)

The Stasi’s technicians are even planning to market their services. Interviewed by the West German leftist daily Tageszeitung on March 4, Werner Fischer noted: “I see a danger that former high-ranking collaborators will establish themselves in the economy thanks to their connections and acquaintances.”

Business contacts in the best society

Alexander Schalk-Goldkowki, Stasi colonel and its big purveyor of hard currency via the arms trade (notably in Iran and Iraq), was the prototype. He was sufficiently high up to take to his heels before disaster struck. An international warrant is out for his arrest. But, as he explained to West Germany’s Die Welt, his business affairs had brought him into contact with the best society and he was “firmly determined to seize the new and massive opportunities that are arising today.”

In his interview with Tageszeitung Werner Fischer also points to the resistance met by the commissars in charge of dissolving the Stasi from the Prosecutor
The biggest West German insurance company, Allianz, has already taken over all the contracts of the former state insurance firm. Volkswagen is getting ready to produce the Polo in Zwickau and Opel the Kadett in Eisenach. Krupp is only taking on East German emigrants on the condition that they go back to work in the east. Dresdner Bank has got 35 money machines ready to go into operation in the GDR in competition with the energy trusts have programmes prepared for stopping or converting the GDR’s power stations and setting up high-tension lines from the FRG. How many functionaries and directors, who were all more or less big shots in the Stasi, have already found their niche in this gigantic reconilation manoeuvre? Many, without doubt, and above all the most highly placed. And it is this that old and new rulers both in Bonn and Berlin want to keep in the dark.

Six million files ready to explode

In his way, Werner Fischer recognizes this. In the report quoted above, he was very cautious when it came to the question of publishing the Stasi’s dossiers. These six million files seemed to him so explosive that he advised caution when it came to their publication. “It is clear that opening these files would throw light on many things. Everybody would know who had spied or informed on them. But at the same time, I think that such revelations could create a climate of suspicion and individual justice. Nobody should over-estimate human beings.” (p.15) He concluded by proposing that the dossiers should be kept locked away, that the new government should decide what to do with them and make an agreement with the former Stasi collaborators on the possibility of some honorable recompense.

Three weeks later, however, Fischer
was feeling a lot more intransigent. He had met with resistance on all sides, while in Rostock and Erfurt for example, the opening of certain files by the commission of inquiry had brought scandals to light without any sign of the lynch-mobs that Eppelmann was so worried about. Fischer concludes: "Contrary to the feeling that we had two weeks ago, when we imagined ourselves controlling the dissolution of the Stasi in some way, I now have the feeling that everything is slipping through our fingers. This impression goes far beyond the question of the dissolution of the Stasi as such. Since this ministry was almost dissolved, a vacuum has appeared. The KGB is at work and, among others the West German security services are trying to jump into the breach,... It is important that the dissolution is controlled and it is up to the citizens' committees to do this... I want to avoid embittering a climate of suspicion, a pogrom atmosphere. Since the elections and after the multiplying number of items of information we have received, I think that things have developed in a different way from the moment when people, through the elections, assumed their political responsibilities. I think that the population has the right to know about the past of the parliamentarians. Otherwise we leave ourselves open to the accusation of wanting to suppress things. This affair was a turning point for me and I am now in favour of publicizing the files on all the candidates."

Should the population be told the truth?

For decades the GDR’s citizens were treated — and mistreated — like minors. The State-Party-Stasi told them what to think, what to do and how to behave. But hardly had they assumed their responsibilities as active citizens in the streets last autumn than the governments, both in East and West, decided that they are incapable of knowing the truth about their own society. Not only its past, but also what is happening right now. This is what the pleas for amnesty mean.

But people who have won democratic liberties for themselves will not relinquish them so soon. The demonstrations of the end of March and the actions of the citizens' movements, such as in Rostock and Erfurt, have already borne fruit. Under the pressure of these events, the heads of the parliamentary fractions in the new parliament have agreed to an inquiry into the deputies. Der Spiegel of April 2 remarks:

"The parliamentarians had no choice. The battle to get to grips with the political legacy of the SED and its army of spies threatens to divide East German society, which is already very disturbed". The truth it seems still has some future on the other side of the former iron curtain.

**COLOMBIA**

**Campaign against repression**

The Colombian political organization A Luchar supported a boycott of the legislative elections. Subsequently a group of its members were arrested and are still being held in Cali prison. The organization has now launched a campaign around the following themes: respect for its right to function as a political organization; freedom for the Cali prisoners; political guarantees to allow it to make known its boycott campaign before the next elections; an end to state violence against women.

This latter demand comes after the torture and rape in prison of Elizabeth Suarez, an A Luchar militant in Cali. But the women of A Luchar are not restricting their campaign to their own movement and have appealed to "all women from all sections of society to take part in a broad, united campaign at both the national and international levels."

They want to denounce all the daily attacks that women suffer in public and in private as well as those inflicted by the police and military. Daniel Libreros, a member of A Luchar’s national executive, will be visiting Europe in May and June to inform people about the situation in Colombia. ★

**SOUTH AFRICA**

**Socialist organization formed**

In the new and rapidly changing situation in South Africa, important debates on political orientation and public profile are taking place in every political current.

It is in this context that a number of groups of the socialist left have come together to form a national organization, the Workers Organization for Socialist Action (WOSA). Among the groups involved in this initiative are the Cape Action League and Action Youth. According to WOSA’s founding statement:

"The resurgence of mass struggles, the ever-increasing participation and radicalization of both rural and urban masses, and the era of reform and negotiation, all create opportunities and dangers. This lends enormous urgency to the task of forming and building a socialist organization.... (point 2)"

"The organization will give support to national liberation organizations insofar as they advance the struggle against oppression and exploitation, but will at the same time strive to put forward working class interests in the struggle. It is committed to the tactic of the united front to enable it to act in a manner that places the interests of the working class first on its agenda.... (point 4)"

"WOSA, Workers Organization for Socialist Action, is a unity organization which was formed at its inaugural national conference held in Cape Town on April 14 and 15, 1990. It comprises independent political groupings, some of which are in the process of dissolving, as well as individuals in various parts of the country."

"Our basic principles are the following, leadership by the black working class, anti-imperialism, anti-capitalism, anti-racism, anti-sexism, one-person, one-vote in a non-racial undivided, unitary country, and we believe in collective leadership, accountability, and democracy...."

"Central to our programme of action will be issues affecting the black working class in particular, and the oppressed and exploited people in general, such as housing, land, education, health, wages and issues affecting women." ★
"We are not machines"

THE 1980s have been marked by an extraordinary development of workers' struggles in South Korea. After the "economic miracle", based to a large extent on the superexploitation of labour and extremely low wages, the workers are beginning to present the bill to the bosses. In terms of wage rises and the extension of trade union rights, the gains which they have registered since 1987 considerably surpass those obtained in the 40 preceding years. The foundation of the Korean Alliance of Genuine Trade Unions on January 22 of this year expressed the birth of a new radical and combative workers' vanguard. It is not ruled out that, after Brazil and South Africa, the 1980s will see the development of a powerful independent movement of South Korean workers.

ENZO TRAVERSO

THE OLYMPIC GAMES in Seoul in 1988 revealed South Korea's modernity and level of economic development to international public opinion, still used to categorizing the country as part of the third world or one of the countries "on the path to industrialization", whereas it is in fact a highly industrialized country. The appearance on European screens of "Why Bodhi-Dharma has left for the East", the dazzling film of Yong Kyun Bae, has given us a tiny fragment of insight into the culture of this Asiatic peninsula, but one that is insufficient for understanding Korean social reality today. In the face of the immobility and isolation of the North Korean regime, one of the last pillars of a dying traditional Stalinist "orthodoxy", the western media have not thought it very useful, since the fall of the military regime of Chun Doo Hwan in 1987, to draw attention to the police repression and progressive limitation of liberties that have marked South Korea over the past year.

Increasingly heavy sentences for critics

This repressive turn, reflected notably by the growth in the number of political prisoners and the increasingly heavy sentences handed out to members of democratic and left organizations, seems to have intensified after the consolidation of the regime of Roh Tae Woo by the fusion of the governing party with two other parties (including the historic opposition party, Kim Young Sam's Party of Democratic Reunification) to form the Liberal Democratic Party. Today, there are around a thousand political prisoners in South Korea (see Le Monde, February 28, 1990). In this sense, the hanging on April 17 of nine people condemned for ordinary crimes, represented a clear signal from the regime to any "subversive" force.

Determination to reestablish law and order

As indicated in a communiqué from the Ministry of Justice, "these executions have shown the strong determination of the government to reestablish law and order...through a strict application of the laws" (Le Monde, April 18, 1990). Given that the western press more or less ignored the condemnation to ten years in prison of a young left militant guilty only of having visited the North Korean capital Pyongyang to draw the attention of international public opinion to the division of Korea (see IV 180, March 12, 1990), it is not surprising that they have also completely ignored the strikes of workers in the peninsula.

The hidden face of the economic miracle, the working class of South Korea has become, on the structural plane, one of the strongest in the world — 25 million strong, it represents 60% of the total population. It is a very young working class, formed in its great majority of men and women aged between twenty and thirty years, and concentrated in the big enterprises (the chaebols). Combative and permanently confronted with police repression (it is enough to recall the massacre of Kwangju in 1980), this generation of workers has not directly experienced any major defeats. The division of the country, the repression and above all a quite extraordinary economic growth have created a new workers' movement, whose social and political links with its predecessors (the trade union organizations that participated in the anti-Japanese struggle between 1910 and 1945 and, which after this, were destroyed by the military regime under the US occupation) remain very weak, if not non-existent.

However, the consequences of history linger on in the organizational structure of the working class, marked by the overwhelming hegemony of the Federation of Korean Trade Unions (FKTU). This latter traces its origin to the labor union Cheonpyeong, which was created in 1946 by the US occupation forces and was always strictly controlled by the different military regimes which succeeded each other after the civil war. In the context of a largely export-oriented economy, "led" by the state and, during a long period, completely subject to the decisions of the United States, the South Korean working class lost all political autonomy.

More or less important strikes and social conflicts have accompanied the peninsula's economic miracle from the beginning, but it was only in the 1980s that a real rise in workers' struggles was perceptible. The first sign of change can be symbolically fixed at November 13, 1970 — on that date, a young worker in a textile factory, Chun Tae Il, immolated himself in Seoul to protest against the lack of rights for workers, at a time when the hours of work were worthy of 19th century England and wages truly miserable. He launched a slogan which was subsequently taken up in all the workers' mobilizations; "we are not machines".

Trade unions celebrate martyr's death

The sacrifice of Chun Tae Il, at once a condemnation of workers' conditions and a symbol of the struggle against the military dictatorship, has been celebrated each year by the most combative trade union organizations. In the course of the 1980s, strikes took on an unprecedented breadth and radical character. Here is a rapid summary of the most significant struggles. In 1980, after the fall of the regime of General Park Chung Hee, struggles for democracy led by the students marked a vast workers' mobilization in the key industrial centres. In April, armed with dynamite, 2,000 miners from the Dongwon mine occupied the town of Sabuk.

1. After the coup led by General Chun Doo Hwan in December 1979, the country was shaken by a wave of worker and student agitations. The government declared a state of emergency on May 18, 1980 and arrested the principal leaders of the opposition. The brutal repression of the demonstrators unleashed a véritable popular insurrection in the town of Kwangju (800,000 inhabitants), which was crushed by the army after 10 days of fighting. The repression of the revolt was sealed by the massacre of at least 1,000 people. Kwangju remains in the Korean memory as a symbol of the struggle for democracy.
with their families, demanding a wage increase of 40% and the removal of their trade union leader, Lee Jae Ki, compromised with the military regime.

Kwangju Insurrection drowned in blood

The latter resigned and the miners’ economic demands were partially satisfied. The combination of pro-democracy demonstrations and workers’ strikes led to the imposition of martial law and, at the end of May to the inscription in the town of Kwangju, which was crushed in a bloodbath (around 1,000 deaths). The repression also hit broad sections of the workers’ movement — 191 trade union cadres who had led struggles were sacked or expelled from their unions. The attempt to create a National Federation of Democratic Workers (Channoryun) opposed to the FKTU, was broken by force.

In May 1984, the town of Daegu was paralyzed by a demonstration of 500 taxi drivers. In the days following, the strike spread to several towns of the peninsula. Some 1,000 taxi-drivers marched through Pusan, the second city of the country (half a day in Seoul is sufficient to grasp the importance of this mode of transport in Korea).

On April 16, 1985, the workers of the second biggest industrial complex of the country, the Daewoo car factory at Inchon, in the suburbs of Seoul, went on strike in pursuit of a wage increase of 18.7%. The management were obliged to negotiate with the workers, who won important concessions. At the end of June, the strike spread to the industrial area of Kuro. Sparked off by the arrest of a trade union leader, the Kuro general strike helped the creation of two independent trade unions — the Seoul Federation of the Workers Movement (SFWM) and the Inchon Regional Workers’ Federation (IRWF).

A turning point came with the huge demonstration of May 3, 1986, in Seoul. South Korea was still subject to the military dictatorship of Chun Doo Hwan and the principal opposition party, the New Korea Democratic Party, organized a mass meeting to demand legalization of student associations, numerous Christian associations as well as independent trade unions from Seoul and Inchon participated in the demonstration with their slogans (the “Three Mina”— Minjok, Minju, Minjung; nation, democracy, people). The intervention of the police transformed the centre of Seoul into a battlefield and the demonstration was followed by numerous arrests. In January 1987 the Seoul Federation of Democratic Workers decided to dissolve itself. The cadres of several recently created left organizations have come from its breakup.

Wave of strikes in main industrial centres

Between July and September 1987, a wave of strikes broke out in the main industrial area of South Korea, Ulsan, where the Hyundai factories are located and 10% of the gross national product is produced, and spread rapidly to the other industrial centres (Pusan, Masan, and Changwon). The main demands were for the introduction of new labour legislation and the legalization of the independent trade unions. After the government declaration of July 29, announcing the holding of direct presidential elections, the democratic movement — until then

2. Following this, the NKDF split into two other formations, led respectively by Kim Dae Jung and Kim Young Sam. The latter has just joined forces with the Roh Tae Woo government, through the foundation of the Liberal Democratic Party.

Support Korean workers!

The Solidarity for Korean Female Workers Committee was founded January 19 by Japanese women active in the labor and women’s movements. For its first project the Committee has adopted the struggles of workers at the Korea Sumida Electric Company, TND Korea and Asia Swamy. Workers at all three factories organized unions during the Korean labour movement upheaval in 1987. All three companies closed their shops in late 1989 and opened up in China, paying workers there as little as one tenth of the wage they paid in Korea. The Committee is collecting contributions and solidarity messages for the workers, demonstrating at the companies headquarters, and sending letters of protest to the Japanese government, demanding that these companies conform to the labour laws of the countries in which they operate. For more information, contact the Committee, c/o Aisan Woman Workers Centre, 2-3-18-34, Nishi-Waseda, Komjuku, Tokyo 160, Japan.

The Korea Labor Solidarity Group was formed recently to organize support for workers at Tandy Corporation (TC) Electronics, a fully-US owned plant which operated in Masan, South Korea for 17 years. In 1986, the company’s 1,500 workers — mostly women — averaged $5-$7 per day for an 11 hour day, working seven days a week. TC was staunchly anti-union; from 1987 to 1989 women trying to organize were routinely beaten by male TC workers and company goons, resulting many times in hospitalization and permanent mental trauma. In early 1989, the TC workers finally won a union and a $2.10 per day raise. However, last March, TC shut down without notice. The workers refused to accept the company’s severance pay offer, and instead are fighting to get TC or another company to reopen the factory. The Solidarity Group is seeking information from unionists on Tandy policies in the US and other countries. Contact it by writing to: Linda Jones, Church Committee for Human Rights In Asia, 5253 N. Kenmore, Chicago, Il, 60640.

(From the US radical trade union magazine, Labor Notes, April 1990)

SUBJECT TO STRONG PRESSURE FROM ITS BASE, THE FKTU, 1,700,000 MEMBERS STRONG, HAD TO UNDERTAKE SOME COSMETIC IMPROVEMENTS — IN OCTOBER 1988, ITS NATIONAL SECRETARY-GENERAL, KIM DONG IN, WAS REPLACED BY PARK JONG KUN, WHO IMMEDIATELY DECLARED THE INDEPENDENCE OF THE FKTU FROM THE STATE AND PROPOSED AN ALTERNATIVE SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC POLICY TO THAT OF THE GOVERNMENT. IT WAS A MEASURE DESIGNED TO COUNTERACT THE RISE OF THE INDEPENDENT TRADE UNIONS AND THE SYMPATHY WHICH THEY ARoused IN THE LACK OF SUPPORT FOR THE FKTU.


NEW LABOUR CHARTER DEMANDED

ON NOVEMBER 13, THE ANNUAL WORKERS' MEETING IN COMMEMORATION OF THE MARTYRDOM OF CHUN TAE II ATTRACTION 30,000 WORKERS, WHILST MORE THAN 50,000 MARCHED THROUGH THE STREETS OF THE CAPITAL TO DELIVER TO THE PARLIAMENT A PETITION DEMANDING A NEW LABOUR CHARTER. DURING THE MEETING, SEVERAL DELEGATES PROUNOUNCED THEMSELVES FOR THE CREATION OF A NEW FEDERATION OF INDEPENDENT TRADE UNIONS.

ON DECEMBER 12, 1988, 18,000 HYUNDAI WORKERS ONCE AGAIN WENT ON STRIKE AT ULSAN FOR A WORKING WEEK OF 44 HOURS (IT IS CURRENTLY 54 HOURS), AN INCREASE IN THE ANNUAL BONUS OF 60%, A NEW LABOUR CODE AND THE RESTATEMENT OF WORKERS FIRED DURING PREVIOUS STRUGGLES. THE STRIKE CONTINUED UNTIL APRIL 1989, AFTER HAVING RESISTED FOR TWO WEEKS THE ASSAULTS OF 70 ANTI-STRIKE UNITS (AROUND 14,000 POLICE).

ACCUSATIONS OF NORTH KOREAN INVOLVEMENT


THE CONFLICTS CONTINUED, VICTORIES ALTERATING WITH DEFEATS. ON MAY 28, THE UNIVERSITY OF YEOONSE WAS THE SCENE FOR THE FOUNDING OF THE NATIONAL TEACHERS' LABOUR UNION. IT REPRESENTED 10 YEARS OF STRUGGLE FOR DEMOCRACY INSIDE THE NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM. STARTING WITH 20,000 MEMBERS, AFTER HAVING RESISTED VERY STRONG PRESSURE (SEVERAL THOUSAND DISMISSALS EITHER THREATENED OR IMPLEMENTED), THIS NEW TRADE UNION WAS STILL 14,000 STRONG AT THE END OF THE YEAR. THE LAST TEACHERS' TRADE UNION HAD BEEN DESTROYED BY THE DISSOLUTION PARK IN 1960.

THese STRIKES HAVE BEEN MARKED BY A PARTICULARLY SHARP LEVEL OF VIOLENCE, NOT ONLY AT ULSAN WHERE, AS WE HAVE ALREADY NOTED, THE WORKERS AT THE HYUNDAI FACTORIES Fought 14,000 POLICE.

DURING THE STRIKE AT MOTOROLA, AN AMERICAN CONTROLLED ELECTRONICS ENTERPRISE, THE WORKERS DRESSED THEMSELVES WITH POLICE AND THREATENED TO IMMOBILISE THEMSELVES IN THE CASE OF A POLICE INTERVENTION SEEKING TO BREAK THE STRIKE AND EVACUATE THE FACTORY.


IN 1989 SOME 1,550 STRIKES TOOK PLACE IN SOUTH KOREA. IN RELATION TO THE PRECEDING YEAR, THEY WERE LESS NUMEROUS BUT MUCH MORE STRONG, LEADING TO A LOSS OF 3.5% TO THE GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT. GIVEN ALSO THAT WAGES INCREASED BY 20% IN 1989 (17% IN 1987 AND 18% IN 1988, A GROWTH UNPARALLELED IN OTHER ASIAN COUNTRIES), IT IS EASY TO UNDERSTAND WHY ECONOMISTS ATtribute THE CAUSE OF THE SOUTH KOREAN "CRISIS" IN A LARGE MEASURE TO WORKERS' AGITATION (THE SAID "CRISIS" COMPRISES A FALL IN THE RATE OF GROWTH OF PRODUCTION FROM 12% TO 6.5%, A FIGURE WHICH WOULD BE CONSIDERED AS TRULY MIRACULOUS IN EUROPE OR THE UNITED STATES).

THIS RISE IN STRIKE FIGURES AND THE ASPIRATION FOR POLITICAL INDEPENDENCE OF THE WORKERS' MOVEMENT LED TO AN IMPORTANT STEP FORWARD ON JANUARY 22 OF THIS YEAR, WHEN THE FOUNDING CONFERENCE OF THE KOREAN LEAGUE OF GENUINE TRADE UNIONS (KAGTU) TO PREVENT THIS MEETING, THE GOVERNMENT HAD PUT SEOUL UNDER A STATE OF SIEGE THROUGH THE MOBILIZATION OF 18,000 POLICE. BUT 500 WORKERS' DELEGATES, REPRESENTING 14 REGIONAL AND CRAFT UNIONS (NOTABLY THE FEDERATIONS OF WORKERS' TRADE UNIONS OF SEOUL AND OF Inchon) AND 190 TRADE UNION MEMBERS, MET AT SUWON UNIVERSITY, IN THE SUBURBS OF THE CAPITAL, A DAY BEFORE THE PLANNED DATE.


ON THE MORE STRICTLY ECONOMIC AND TRADE UNION PLANES, KAGTU DEMANDED: A WAGE INCREASE OF 91,390 WON ($138), OR 23.3% OF CURRENT WAGES; THE DISSOLUTION OF THE EMPLOYERS' ASSOCIATION, CREATED IN 1960, TO COUNTERACT THE RISE IN STRIKES: THE SUPPRESSION OF THE EXISTING LABOUR LEGISLATION, THOROUGHLY ANTI-Worker IN CONTENT: ITS OWN LEGALIZATION AND THE FULL RECOGNITION OF TRADE UNION FREEDOMS.

GOVERNMENT TROOPS ARREST UNION LEADERS

THE SPECIAL UNITS OF REPRESSION (BUDOKO) SENT BY THE GOVERNMENT ARRIVED WHEN THE CONFERENCE HAD FINISHED. 136 TRADE UNION MILITANTS WERE ARRESTED, BUT THE GENERAL SECRETARY OF KAGTU, DAN BYONG HO, MANAGED TO ESCAPE.
"Two, three, many Intifadas"

TOTALLY ignored by the international media, a war has been going on in Turkish Kurdistan since the summer of 1984, between guerrillas of the Workers Party of Kurdistan (PKK) and the Turkish state. According to official figures, more than 1,700 people have died, a third of them PKK militants, a third police and soldiers and the rest civilians. The confrontations have essentially been concentrated in the Mardin and Silût regions, near to the Syrian frontier.

On March 14 this year, the funeral of a PKK militant turned into a demonstration and the army fired into the air to disperse the crowd, killing one person. Two days later, during this person’s funeral service at Nusaybin, clashes took place between the police and the population, with women and children throwing stones at the forces of order. Shopkeepers shut their shops in protest and demonstrations spread throughout the region, to Cizre, Silopi, Idil, Silût, and Batman, with hundreds of arrests and several more deaths. This is the beginning of an uprising. The Turkish state now has a "Kurdish Intifada" on its hands.

FUAT ORÇUN

These RIOTS have caused a wave of panic in the ruling spheres in Turkey. The National Security Council, where the higher levels of the military and political bureaucracy meet, was urgently convoked. Putting aside their internal quarrels, the leaders of the three main parties, the ruling Motherland Party (ANAP), the Social Democratic People’s Party of Erdal İnönü (SHP), and Sıleyman Demirel’s Party of the Just Way (DYP) came togeth- er under the auspices of the Republic’s President Özal, to find a consensus and a “national” response.

On April 10, the government published its new measures for Kurdistan. These involve a total administrative and judicial reorganization of the region, amounting to a kind of unacknowledged permanent martial law. Two towns, Batman and Sirnak, have been elevated to the status of prefectures to ensure better administrative centralization (or, to organize the repression better). Some 50,000 white-collar administrative posts and 40,000 posts for workers are to be created in the region.

The powers of the region’s special prefect are to be still further increased.

Henceforth the “super-governor” will be able to banish from the region and send into internal exile anyone considered to be a threat to public security, including judges, prosecutors and military personnel, without possibility of appeal. The right to strike is subject to the prefect’s approval.

Censorship of the press is to be stepped up, with penalties going from big fines to closure of the presses — even if they are outside the region. Furthermore the functionaries’ wages will be raised from two to five times, amounting to privileges of the colonial type.

The regime is determined on a military and repressive solution. It has thus, by creating a quite special type of administration for this region, in a sense officially “proclaimed” that Kurdistan exists.

In reality, the Turkish state long ago abandoned any idea of controlling the situation through “reason” and has relied solely on repression. While the South East of the country is the poorest part of Turkey, it is richly endowed from the point of view of forces of order per inhabitant. For a few million people there are 65,000 gendarmes, several regiments of infantry, a division (13 regiments) of commandos and a division of regular soldiers. On top of this must be added the 1,500 Rangers of the special unit charged with counter-guerrilla operations against the PKK.

Besides the regular forces the Turkish state has decided to arm one part of the population against the other, creating village protection units (VPU), a sort of civilian militia whose personnel are well paid for by the state. While the average annual income of the inhabitants of Mardin and Silût is $280, (as compared to an average for Turkey as a whole of $1,400), these “protectors of the village” get a monthly salary of some $200.

This policy has social consequences. Some 200,000 people live on the salaries of these 18,000 “protectors”. But, above all, the VPU are organized on the basis of the traditional social hierarchy of the clans (asiret). The clan chiefs are getting rich and their power is being reinforced. This system, a caricature of the “Harimlidiye divisions” of the Ottoman Empire, strengthens social inequality by creating a privileged layer devoted to the Turkish state. Even so, there are rumours that some of this money finds its way to the PKK.

The recent uprising is more a response by the population to the Turkish state’s repression than the product of the agitation of any specific political current. A
national “counter-identity” has been created amongst the Kurds.

Kurdistan is one of the poorest and most backward parts of the country. At Siirt and Mardin there are only five enterprises employing more than ten people. The unemployment rate is triple the Turkish average. Some 40% of the population is illiterate. It is also, historically, the region where Kurdish national identity has been strongest. The resistance to the Turkish language has been most stubborn, while the population reacted strongly to the death of Barzani.1

For the past year there have been Kurdish nationalist demonstrations in this region as well. itself 2. But this is the first time that the situation has become really explosive, even if the tension is not the same throughout Kurdistan. For example, in Diyarbakir, the most developed town in Kurdistan, the protest demonstrations and the shopkeepers’ strike were not as large and widely followed. Even so some 1,000 shops closed.

The development of the Kurdish national movement in Turkey has been different from the other parts of Kurdistan 3. In fact, if the national dimension is taken away, the Kurdish intelligentsia, has the same characteristics as the Turkish intelligentsia, with which it has been intimately associated from the start. Ideology has taken priority over serious study of the concrete social, economic and political problems of Kurdistan. In fact the only serious studies of this question are by a Turk, Ismail Beekiki, who has been totally dedicated to this cause and has spent ten years in jail for his writings. He has recently been arrested twice for his last two books.

Birth of Independent Kurdish organizations

In the 1960s, Kurdish intellectuals joined the first legal socialist party of the period, the Workers Party of Turkey (TIP). They succeeded in imposing a sort of autonomy for their group, called the “orientals”, on the party. There was even an unspoken quota arrangement for them on the leadership. Towards the end of that decade, the first independent Kurdish organizations were created among the youth, notably the Revolutionary Assembly of the Culture of the East (DOKO). The young Kurdish intelligentsia had trouble defining itself politically, although usually considering themselves socialists. In general socialist ideas have been well received in Kurdistan, basically as a result of the inherent radicalism of the population’s democratic aspirations.

Starting in the 1970s a new generation of radical militants arrived at the head of the Kurdish national movement, based on their own independent organizations, not under the tutelage of the Turkish organizations. Many of these youth had time to develop their ideas in prison after the military coup in 1971. The defeat of Barzani’s movement in Iraq had an impact on them. Despite political splits in line with those in the Turkish left (pro-Moscow, pro-Moscow, pro-Beijing and so on), the Kurdish left succeeded in reinforcing national consciousness even in the most backward sections of the population. This went to such a point that the traditional bourgeoisie parties had to make concessions to local feelings to maintain any influence in the region. In the 1980s the Kurdish national question became one of the mainstays of Turkish political life.

After the 1980 coup, while the crushing of the left in general and the workers movement seems to have had long-lasting effects, things have been different in Kurdistan. The repression, which has intensified since the launching of the guerilla struggle by the PKK in 1984 has not cowed the population — quite the opposite.

Government repression unites Kurds

The policies of the military dictatorship and its civilian continuation, the Öcalan government, have made daily life unbearable for the Kurds. As a result, the whole population, including those who perhaps were not even initially sympathetic towards the PKK, have found themselves on the same side of the barricades. Many of the women and children who have risked their lives by coming into the streets to protest against the repression are certainly unable either to read or write and have probably no idea of the programme or slogans of the PKK. But they know that the soldiers with the rifles are their enemies. It has become impossible to remain neutral between the state and the PKK.

This political change is not only due to the actions of the PKK. For three decades Kurdish national consciousness has been awakening in a way that has not been seen since the start of the century. Furthermore, insofar as all repression against the Kurds also implies the application of anti-democratic measures in Turkey itself, this has caused a reaction within Turkish public opinion, at least as far as respect for the elementary rights of the Kurdish people are concerned.

With the passing of time even sections of the Turkish bourgoisie parties have come to realize that any liberalization of the regime, not to speak of a more thoroughgoing democratization, is impossible without taking the Kurdish question into account. But none of them has worked out a concrete project capable of reconciling intransigent defence of the integrity of the Turkish state with recognition of the national identity of the Kurds.

Furthermore, at a time when, on the international stage, Turkey puts itself forward as the defender of oppressed Turkish minorities in Bulgaria, Greece, Cyprus, and even the Caucasus and Central Asia, arguing that they comprise a distinct national entity, the traditional claim that the Kurds are not a distinct national entity is becoming more unacceptable and ridiculous. In fact, both the regime and the opposition have given up describing the Kurds as “mountain Turks” and the Kurdish language as a Turkish dialect. But if the state representatives recognize the right of people to speak the language they wish as long as Turkish stays the official language, the Kurdish language is still officially forbidden and the statement that the Kurds even exist is still a crime carrying a prison sentence.

The situation in the “Turkish” part of Kurdistan is more complicated than in the other Kurdish areas. Firstly, the region is on the main route that connects Turkey and the Islamic East. Furthermore, not only is the birth rate much higher amongst the Kurds than the Turks, but Kurdish villages and even whole towns are emblematic of Kurds towards the country’s big cities. Thus the Kurdish question has an impact beyond the limits of Kurdistan itself. This creates favourable conditions for those who want to make a link between the national and social questions.

For the moment the Turkish left is completely out of the picture, bogged down in endless discussions and redemptions. No movement of solidarity, capable of changing the relationship of forces seems to be appearing on the Turkish side — with the exception of some leaflets and limited “vanguard” actions by some small groups. On the other hand, the programmatic projects of the Kurdish groups, in the first place, the PKK, have a certain influence.

The PKK is a nationalist movement with a particularly sectarian Stalinist origin. Before the 1980 coup it was very isolated, owing to its authoritarian methods and its recourse to physical violence as a way of dealing with political differences both within the Kurdish national movement and the Turkish left. The violence was also directed at its own militants and sectors of the population that opposed it. The only excuse that can be made is that it was not the only group to behave in this way! But whatever the content of its political actions, the PKK has succeeded in winning total hegemony over the Kurdish movement and has become a political alternative. Its actions have also had the effect of forcing the regime to speed up its self-reform.

The main proponent of the line of self-reform is İnönü’s Social Democratic People’s Party. İnönü has recently come up

1. Mustafa Barzani was the principal leader of the Kurdish revolt in Iraq in the 1960s and 70s.
2. Notably at Nusayris, the Kurdish new year and on the anniversary of the Halâpe massacre.
3. The Kurdish people are divided between five states: Turkey, Iran, Iraq, Syria and USSR.
4. Bilal Ecevit, ex-prime minister and president of the fourth largest opposition party, the Left Democratic Party (DSP).
Assad regime increasingly isolated

ON SEVERAL OCCASIONS in the last few months, hundreds of Syrian women, the mothers of leftist political detainees, have demonstrated in the streets of Damascus. These protests, which have received no coverage abroad, bear witness to the growing crisis of the Syrian regime.

SAMIR LADKANI

with a proposal for a solution based on regional autonomy on Spanish lines. Even so, the same İnönü did not hesitate to expel seven Kurdish deputies from his party. They had commited the “crime” of attending — against the leader’s advice — a conference in Paris in mid-October 1989, under the auspices of the Kurdish Institute in Paris and Mme Mitterrand’s France-Libertés association.

Recognition of Kurdish national identity

Demirel’s centre-right Party of the Just Way, even if it does not talk about “Spanish” or “Irish” solutions, has abandoned its traditional position of denying the existence of the Kurds. For Demirel the main reason for the events in the region is its backwardness and the neglect of its economic and social development over the last decade.

Nonetheless, these two parties have given their support to the government to “meet arms with arms and win the affection of the people”. The ANAP government knows no other solution than that of military repression.

The government is much weakened by internal quarreling between “national-conservative” and “conservative-nationalist” factions and over the status of Özal, who became president in controversial circumstances. Furthermore, the government’s weakness poses problems for its control of the civilian and military bureaucracies. Confronted by the guerillas and the mass movement, the state has chosen to beef up its forces, despite the increased cost of a military solution, which is already making some sections of bourgeoisie squeal.

But the entry of the civilian population, of women and children, into the conflict between the state and the PKK brings the social dimension of the conflict back into the foreground and changes the nature of the problem. Bilal Ecevit understood this very well when he declared: “we are facing a social explosion”. And the choice made by the government in favour of the traditional clan forces in the area can only deepen the social gulf and lead all the regime’s plans into an impasse.

In order to approach a solution, the supporters of self-reform must first of all bring down the ANAP government. Then they must find someone to negotiate with in the region. For even if the revolutionary and pro-independence forces are far from being in the majority, simple administrative measures will certainly not suffice to bring calm.

In reality, any reform will also need deep and, indeed, “revolutionary” changes both in the Kurdish regions and in Turkish politics as a whole. But what social forces can carry though such a “democratic revolution in the democratic revolution”? Let us not forget that all the big bourgeois parties, excepting the SPH, rest on the traditional clan based forces in Kurdistan. Furthermore the (Islamic) Party of Well-Being (RP) has significant strength in the region.

These recent events and the guerilla war are taking place in the most backward part of Kurdistan, but the wave will certainly reach other Kurdish towns. It will no longer be possible to avoid the Kurdish national question.

Since 1985, the annual inflation rate has been in the region of 30%, according to the official figures. The state’s budget deficit has grown incessantly, as has the chronic shortage of certain basic necessities. The state sector, principal source of the legitimacy and enrichment of the bourgeois bureaucratic apparatus of the Ba’ath Party, has become progressively paralyzed. According to the prime minister, “to be able to make the public sector function at 14% of its overall capacity in 1988 is an achievement”!

The struggle against the fundamentalist movement, which was supported by a part of the private sector, has been the occasion for a reinforcement and hardening of the regime, after the crushing defeat of the fundamentalists at the Hama massacre in February 1982.

Struggle between state and private interests

But the struggle between different factions of the regime continued and deepened from 1984 onwards, in an internal struggle between private interests and the state sector. The latter has come out on top. Meanwhile, the repression of every independent political or social movement has continued. Thousand of prisoners continue to rot in Syrian jails.

The difficulties of the Syrian intervention in Lebanon has contributed to the weakening of the Damascus regime. The concessions made by the leadership of the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) to the United States have led to the isolation of Syria, the only Arab regime to oppose them. The end of the Iran-Iraq war has led to greater retribution by the Syrian dictatorship, which played a buffer role between Iran and the Arab countries of the Gulf. The restoration of relations between the majority of Arab countries and Egypt (expelled from the Arab League after the 1978 Camp David agreement with Israel) has aggravated still further this situation.

Damascus has remained outside the big regional political and economic structures — the Gulf Co-operation Council (created in 1981 with all the Gulf states), the Arab Co-operation Council (created in 1989, including Egypt, Iraq, Jordan and North Yemen) and finally the Union of the Arab Maghreb.

Since 1989, the isolation of the Syrian

1. The Ba’ath Party, the party of the “Arab socialist revolution”, is a party of petty bourgeoisie nationalist origin, founded half a century ago, of which rival factions are in power in Syria and Iraq.
2. In 1984, 35% of Syrian exports went to COMECON countries.
regime has entered a critical phase, following the fall of the bureaucratic dictatorships in Eastern Europe. These states were the principal allies of the Ba'athist regime, notably the USSR which has already begun to reduce its aid. Moscow has announced that it will demand that Syria repay its military debts, estimated at 18 billion dollars (96% of military imports into Syria come from the USSR), and has explained that relations between the two states must change in nature. The USSR seems then to have decided to abandon its traditional position of unconditional support for the Assad dictatorship. Moreover, Assad has postponed his planned visit to Moscow, initially scheduled for October 1989.

Changes in Algeria have Impact in Syria

The changes in the other countries of the Arab region have also rattled Syria. The democratic freedoms wrested from the regime in Algeria, which bears similarities with that in Damascus, can only have worried Assad. In addition, Libya, a key ally of Syria’s, has distanced itself by reestablishing relations with Egypt and the PLO leadership, and moderating its anti-imperialist rhetoric. The regime in South Yemen, also friendly to Syria, has itself changed course in accepting, in February 1990, the principle of multipartyism and the right to strike. Even the bloody Iraqi dictatorship has introduced, albeit in a wholly caricatured form, a pretense of democracy. Jordan too has organized parliamentary elections.

The Syrian dictatorships thus finds itself increasingly in trouble. This is what led it, on December 27 1989, to reestablish diplomatic relations with Egypt (previously characterized as a “traitor”).

Another sign of the times is the process of conciliation which has begun with the PLO. Meetings have taken place in Tunis between the Syrian minister of foreign affairs and Yasser Arafat, after Damascus had appealed for the reconciliation of the different factions of the PLO. Damascus has also attempted to reconcile itself with the Iraqi regime, but the latter has posed conditions unacceptable to Syria. Finally and above all, Syria has turned itself today towards the West, and in particular the United States.

Inside the country, the pressure of a bourgeoisie deprived of the right to conduct its business without hindrance grows more strong. Moreover, broader and broader social layers (particularly the intelligentsia) express their unhappiness with repression and lack of democratic freedoms. The democratic mobilization led to the creation, on January 19 of this year, of Committees for the Defence of Human Rights which have had a certain impact amongst the intellectuals and in important popular sectors. These structures are neither an alliance of political parties, nor a mass organization, but they constitute a factor of pressure. Certain parties, which have suffered from fully folded campaigns of liquidation in the past, have resumed their activities.

The discontent stretches even to those circles that are part of the pluralist facade of the regime, such as the National Progressive Front which comprises the ruling party, the pro-Moscow Communist Party and some nationalist groups. These partners of the Ba’athists now dare to criticize certain government economic and social measures in their publications. For the first time in years, the Syrian CP has dared to demand the release of political prisoners.

In the course of a meeting of Syrian writers, held in Damascus last January, some intellectuals publicly demanded the release of the detainees, political liberties and freedom of expression for the opposition press.

But the demonstrations of the families of political prisoners which took place at the end of 1989, one of them 200 women strong, have been the prelude to the revival of the challenge to the regime. On March 19 of this year, 500 women, the mothers of political detainees imprisoned for years, went to the presidential palace to demand their liberation.

Under the pressure of the private bourgeoisie, on the one hand, and popular discontent, on the other, the regime was obliged to make a number of concessions, while not abandoning its policy of generalized repression. In February, it announced the abrogation of martial law, except for “crimes against state security”. Some racketeers and black marketeers have thus been freed.

A public debate has taken place on the possibility of selling or hiring a part of the public sector to foreign or Syrian private companies. Some abortive attempts in this direction already took place in 1987, but today the government seriously envisages making “agreements with Western enterprises, whereby the latter agree to import machines and equipment for the public sector in return for a share of the production of this sector for some years”, according to the declaration of the prime minister on January 16 of this year. The dictatorship’s concessions to the private sector are being made without fundamental political change.

Reactivation of People’s Assembly

The bourgeoisie, for its part, would require free elections to ensure the success of its project — for the moment, the regime is categorically opposed to this. But it has undertook to reactivate the “People’s Assembly” (the parliament), whose sessions have been transmitted on television, and where some CP deputies have made timid criticisms of the government. On February 6, for the first time, a foreign press correspondent was even able to attend the parliamentary “debates”.

The pace of change in Syria will be determined both by the relation of social forces and by the outcome of the conflicts unfolding in the ruling layers. Breaking the all encompassing silence abroad on the internal situation in Syria would also help to enlarge the breach that has opened up in the regime’s walls. Solidarity with the detainees of the Syrian left opposition (totalling several hundreds, according to Amnesty International) could now really hasten their liberation.★

3. According to the Arabic newspaper Al Hayat, published in London, “An official Soviet source has indicated, at the end of 1989, that the Syrian capacity to pay will be an important factor in the cooperation between the two countries in the future” (January 14, 1990). A commentary in Hebrew on Radio Moscow added: “The Arab countries must cease to build a military power to confront Israel. They should seek to make peace with this country”.

4. Syria harbors and supports the dissident factions of the PLO.
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The Contras reawake

ON MARCH 23, a delegation from the Contras and the National Union of the Opposition (UNO), under the auspices of the Archbishop of Managua, Obando y Bravo, signed an agreement anticipating the disarmament and demobilization of the counter-revolutionary army, to take place before April 20 at the latest (UNO leader Violeta Chamorro is to assume presidential powers on April 25). The demobilization of the Contras is characteristic of the situation in Nicaragua today — the negotiations for the transition of government between the Sandinista National Liberation Front (FSLN) and the bourgeoisie take place in a turbulent social context.

CECILIA GARMENDIA

THE MAJORITY OF THE Contra troops have entered Nicaraguan territory — nearly 10,000 armed men are scattered across regions five (Boaco-Chontales), six (Esteli-Nueva Segovia) and seven (Matagalpa). The agreements which the Central American presidents had previously signed had anticipated that the mercenaries would surrender their arms in Honduras — now the latter are demanding that this be done in Nicaragua, and that the arms be surrendered to the United Nations mission for Central America (UNCA) rather than to the Sandinista People’s Army (EPS).

Attacks continue despite ceasefire

The counter-revolutionary army has moreover not reacted in a homogeneous manner to the signing of the accord of Toncontín — the notorious commandant “Franklin” has not yet clearly expressed either when, or where his men will disarm. The Contras mount daily attacks on the self-defence cooperatives, the leaders of the popular movement and even the units of the EPS, despite the unilateral ceasefire declared by the FSLN. Some Contra leaders make contact with the Sandinista army when they enter Nicaragua, others go to the mountains without any control. At the end of March, the Contras attacked a cooperative close to the village of La Trinidad (Esteli), as well as a battalion of the EPS at Yali, killing 12 soldiers. The list of such deaths and destruction is long.

This climate of war and terror exerts relentless pressure on the discussions underway on the future of the EPS. The protocol on the transfer of government, signed between the FSLN and UNO, recognized the “respect for the institutionalities and the professionalism of the armed forces and the forces of public order” as well as their chains of command (Barri- cada, March 28-30, 1990), but it recognized also “the non-deliberative character of the Sandinista People’s Army”. However, Violet Chamorro has already announced that she intends to reduce the numbers of the army — it would be difficult for the FSLN to oppose this measure if the Contras are effectively disarmed. But doubt still remains as to the intentions of the mercenaries and what kind of role the FSLN, its cadres and, in the first place, the current minister of defence, commandant Humberto Ortega, a member of the Front’s leadership, will retain.

Regional leaders support dismantling of Contras

The aggressive attitude of the Contras weighs on this discussion and the FSLN cannot afford a confrontation on this terrain, which imperialism could use to provoke a military solution. The Central American presidents signed, at their last meeting in Nicaragua (April 4-5), a declaration supporting the dismantling of the Contras before April 20. The FSLN unceasingly repeats that the handover of government will go ahead at the date scheduled, but after the attack at Yali, vice-president Sergio Ramirez declared that if the Contras persisted in their attacks and did not stick to their commitments, nobody could guarantee the conditions of the transfer of government. Both sides, then, are using an element of pressure.

The multiplication of strike movements today is another new factor in the situation. Some of these strikes take the form of occupations, as in a big agricultural property in Leon, where the workers are demanding that the boss pay social allowances.

The Sandinista Federation of Workers (CFST) organizes and supports these movements. The sugar-cane workers have gone on strike and marched to Managua to demand wage increases, they have visited the workers at the La Corona oilworks, also on strike, to bring their financial support, the workers at Coca-Cola have provided drinks for the strikers. Solidarity and links between the sectors in struggle continue to multiply. The toughest strikes have taken place in the private sector. They constitute a test for the Sandinista leadership and for the workers movement in its confrontation with the bourgeoisie.

But the discontent of the workers is above all the fruit of the economic crisis sweeping the country — the majority of strikes are for wage increases. The lid provided by the presence of the FSLN in government has blown off with the perspective of a return of the bourgeoisie to power. In the Corona oilworks (which belong to the United Brandt multinational) the strike began when the management tried to dismiss a trade union militant who had been a candidate in the legislative elections for the MAP (an organization of Maoist origin). After some hesitation, due to its traditional sectarianism towards this political organization, the CFST threw itself into support for this movement.

Wave of strikes in public sector

Struggles have also broken out in the nationalized sector and the civil service. Primary school teachers have been threatening for a long time to go on strike, demanding a 495% wage increase which they have just received. There is discontent also among secondary school teachers, town hall employees in Managua, librarians, and so on. Some leaders of the FSLN have tried, with little success, to calm the situation. This attitude amongst some revolutionary leaders, notably Daniel Ortega, illustrates the debates currently going on within the FSLN. But the trade union organizations (CST and ATC — Association of Workers of the Country-side) are actively organizing strikes, restructuring themselves and preparing the continuation of the struggles.

The CST is reorganizing itself to become a trade union confederation and create sections in the different enterprises. The ATC has created five federations, by branch of production, to be more efficient. Their plan of campaign envisages the creation of a solidarity fund to support strikes, the defense of jobs, wages and social gains, as well as the nationalized sector (APP). The two organizations are preparing to fight for the defense of the right to strike and of the active occupations (Barri- cada, March 26, 1990).

But these movements are still fragment-
ed. Despite the importance of the sectors affected by the strikes, the majority of the population remains in favour of a wait-and-see policy. The big mobilizations that took place after the elections of February 25 have subsided. But all the evidence is that the masses expect a rapid amelioration of their living conditions after April 25. For the crisis continues — prices go up everyday, the dollar is worth twice as much on the black market as in the banks. Moreover neither the Contras nor the UNO can give any answer on the fate of the 862 Nicaraguans kidnapped by the former.

Violeta Chamorro’s advisors have promised a visible improvement — or in any case a stabilization — in the first 100 days of the government; if they do not deliver the social situation could become explosive.

Dismantling the revolutionary state quietly

The line that seems to be prevailing within the coalition of 14 parties (going from the reactionary right to the two Stalinist parties) that makes up UNO is that of the president and her right hand man, Alfredo Cesar, leader of the PSD, the Social Democratic Party. He is a former officer of the revolution, who was director of the Central Bank, before joining the Contras in 1982. The UNP parties are adopting a conciliatory attitude, avoiding any frontal attack on the FSLN. The economic plan which has majority support today, the Mayorga plan, envisages a quiet dismantling of the revolutionary state.

In its first six months in government, the UNO will implement an economic stabilization and a reduction of inflation, and introduce a new currency (the “cordobao”, in parity with the dollar). Only after having obtained this stability, and having built the social base it currently lacks, does the government propose to attack the nationalized sector.

But this economic project depends on foreign finance and social peace, unforeseeable elements especially at a time when it is clear that the economic plans of the bourgeoisie will mean a deterioration of the standard of living of the workers and that important sectors of the bourgeoisie who went into exile, and whose thirst for revenge can be imagined, are thinking of returning.

The National Assembly is living through some intense days, adopting a multitude of laws seeking above all to give legal guarantees to the masses. It has also voted through a law of immunity for the president, vice-president and the ministers and directors of the national enterprises which has been opposed even within the FSLN.

The front has justified it by pointing to the vengeful spirit which has far from disappeared in the ranks of the UNO — it explains that because of the defensive war (which the UNO does not recognize as legitimate) the FSLN was obliged to carry out some transactions and modifications in its budgetary plans and that the bourgeoisie would try to accuse the Sandinista leaders because of this. But commandant Luis Carrion, today mayor of Managua, has replied that he has no need of such an amnesty, because he is perfectly capable of defending what he has done since 1979.

A law on cooperatives, recognizing the legal ownership by the peasants over the lands affected by the agrarian reform, has been voted through. Another agrarian law allows these lands to be sold, bequeathed, mortgaged and so on. It is true that the 120,000 families which have benefited from the agrarian reform had been demanding such a measure and that the UNO would have taken it in any case — but the Front had previously explained that such legislation would open the door to the recombination of land ownership, all the more so when the big landowners prepare to return to Nicaragua.

The Collor Plan

THREE months after being elected President, Fernando Collor has introduced the economic measures intended to get Brazil out of the grave crisis it is currently experiencing. The “Collor plan” is a sign of the new situation in the country, the qualitative change that has taken place in the debate about the way out of the crisis.

On the one side, the ruling classes, relieved by their electoral victory, even if still disturbed by the high vote for Lula, believe that this is the last chance. On the other, the workers and popular movement, which plays a central role in Brazilian politics thanks to the Workers Party (PT), the Brazilian Popular Front and the United Confederation of Workers (CUT), has been on the rise for ten years. The following article first appeared in Em Tempo of March 1990.

EDUARDO ALBUQUERQUE

I T IS AN audacious and aggressive plan from the point of view of the ruling classes. The bourgeois press has even talked about the biggest shock that a Brazilian government has ever inflicted on the Brazilian economy. It should not be under-estimated.

The centre of gravity of the plan rests in the combination of monetarist measures with a battery of unorthodox policies — a small, relative and provisional price freeze and currency reform. It amounts to an application of that most venerable of capitalist anti-inflationary instruments: a recession.

This is a plan of a neo-liberal type managed and imposed by the state. It has been implemented with an authoritarianism that in fact goes beyond the constitution. This reveals how far the new government is ready to go.

The Cruzado plan took into account the fact that the workers movement had been reinforced by struggles over indexed sala-
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inflation is recession, which will be both the cause and consequence of the defeat he wants to inflict on the working class. It will be the cause via the unemployment that the plan entails, by the dismantling of the material base of combative sectors and by gigantic blackmail. It will also be the consequence, since it involves the destruction of important defensive mechanisms for the workers and seeks to create a situation where the movement cannot impose political alternatives.

The anti-popular earthquake envisaged by Collor is a recession to contain inflation.

The complex and sophisticated measures of the government must be analyzed as a function of the way in which the government is managing the transition to recession.

The plan attacks inflation at three levels: by means of monetary reform; by tax reform; and by price and wage controls. This is a new combination, not seen in previous plans.

The monetary reform (the replacement of the cruzeiro by the cruzado) is intended to control the quantity of money; it means a sharp reduction in liquidity. The creation of this new currency, supported by an enormous reduction in internal debt, has placed $115 to $120 billion that was previously in circulation in the hands of the Central Bank, thus hitting economic activity and leading to a fall in prices.

The monetary reform involves the suppression of interest via the transformation of one currency into another through sales organized by the Central Bank. In the course of these sales, the bank determines how much of the person who has been temporarily expropriated will lose in the exchange. It is in the management of this remonetization that, according to some experts, the key to the success of the plan lies. It is on this very difficulty that the plans of the Argentine president Menem came to grief. And it is at this stage that the pressures of the big vested interests who supported Collor for the presidency can be brought to bear.

The tax reform of minister Zella is another novelty. The government wants to attack the public deficit. Starting from a deficit of 8% of GDP, Zella wants to get to a surplus of 2%. According to the calculations of Mauricio Borges, an economist from the University of Minhas Gerais, the measures taken will affect 7.5% of the GDP (the moratorium on domestic debt will affect 2.5%, the reduction of stimulants such as subsidies 4% and reform of the administration the other 1%). Adding on the resources produced by the reform of the inheritance laws, the annual deficit can be done away with.

As for the reform of taxation, Borges considers this as the least ambitious measure, intended essentially as an anti-inflation measure, since the main proposals involve an increase in already existing taxes. Thus, although the tax base has been increased, drawing in land rent and capital gains, the tax reform is far from reaching the ceiling paid by the bourgeoisie of the capitalist countries.

The price controls are less dramatic. The idea is for a certain freeze on prices that have been artificially raised just before the plan. Furthermore, the fate of the wage controls will depend to a large extent on the level of resistance of the unions.

Borges draws from his analysis of this set of measures the conclusion that they can break the tendency to hyper-inflation and control inflation in the short term, but at the cost of a sharp recession provoked by the contraction of the domestic market and also by a drop in export activity, due to the impact of free exchange on dollar costs, which, he says, will strike the weakest export sectors and limit their ability to act as a counter to the contraction of the national market.

He also believes that there will be no automatic regaining of economic impetus in the period that follows the recession. Contrary to the propaganda being put out by Collor and his advisors, market forces will have difficulty in giving a new impulse to development. Since 1930, the state has taken on the role of stimulating the cycles of the Brazilian economy and the private sectors of capital have acted only when the economic upturn is already visible.

" Imaginings of neo-liberal theorists

Despite what the fashionable neo-liberal theorecticians imagine, Mauricio Borges considers that the structural characteristics of the Brazilian economy mean that the Brazilian state will have to recover its capacities as investor in order to set a new upturn going, but the present measures do not guarantee that this will happen. The package will, with difficulty, clean out the public deficit. But for a recovery to then get off the ground, more profound measures are required such as a tax on the big fortunes.

A recession that will contain inflation but cannot guarantee a new upturn: that is how this economist at least sees the results of the Collor plan.

Collor is selling his plan by claiming that it will benefit 90% of the population while negatively affecting only 10%. In an interview in Em Tempo 3 Borges refutes the Collor version. The bourgeoisie is well prepared for the package, it has taken reasonable measures by accumulating reserves, and its money is at work outside Brazil. The most dynamic sector in the recent period, the export sector, is responsible for the existence of a large part of the "hidden" economy —estimated by the Getulio Vargas Research Foundation as some $50 billion.

Big capital will not be the principal victim. The big losers will be the middle layers. And is the government in fact attacking big capital? This is not how things appear to US Treasury Secretary Nicholas Brady. He believes that the measures "turn Brazil towards the modern world" (Folha do Sao Paulo, March 17, 1990). The American and English banks

1. A coalition created for the second round of the presidential election in December 1989, grouping the majority of the left around the candidates: A Luiz Inácio da Silva, known as Lula, candidate of the Workers Party (PT); (see IV 178).
2. The cruzado plan was the work of the Sanem government in February 1986, to counter the danger of hyper-inflation.
3. Em Tempo, organ of the Socialist Democracy tendency of the Workers Party.
The Workers Party’s proposals

In response to the Collor plan, the National Executive Committee of the Workers Party has decided to present a series of alternative measures to stem the crisis gripping the country, while preserving working class living standards. We publish below extensive extracts from the document.

**DOCUMENT**

**INDIFFERENT** to the worsening of the crisis and the acceleration of inflation during the last days of the Sarney government, President Collor is now proposing laws, decrees and measures that are in contravention of established laws in order to achieve an economic readjustment.

With this plan, the Collor government is trying to make us believe that everyone is making the same sacrifices to get the country out of its disastrous economic situation, when in fact the plan will strike and marginalize the most disadvantaged, by putting the economy at risk of an imminent recession, with the well-known consequences: unemployment, poverty, disorganization of production and a social crisis.

The main lines of the plan preserve the agrarian expropriation model and submit the economy to the dictates of the International Monetary Fund (IMF), by continuing the payment of the external debt. This risks making any attempt to stabilize the economy or to successfully control inflation worthless.

The PT reminds the population of the promises made by Collor concerning wages: discussion of the subject with the participation of the workers and no change in the minimum wage.

But, once more, the government’s economic measures harm the workers: one month’s inflation is not taken into account, wages have been fixed in advance without any guarantee that the difference between predicted and actual inflation will be paid. The minimum wage has in fact been revised — downwards. Instead of a real rise of 3% per month, the government proposes a quarterly rise of 5%. This is the same sort of thing as in the previous plans.

**Unemployment and wages**

The menace of unemployment is as serious as the wage agreement. There is no guarantee of stable employment, nor of warning of being laid off, nor extension of the right to unemployment relief and a minimum income such as were promised by the government before it came into office.

In this situation, created by the measures, the PT proposes:

1. Stable employment lasting 180 days.
2. State financing for a programme of unemployment relief accessible to the largest number.
3. Participation by the trade union confederations in any modification in wage policy and the taking into account of the differences between predicted and real inflation in the monthly wage; and, from today, the taking into account of March inflation in the computation of wages.
4. The maintenance of the existing policy on a minimum wage fixed by Congress.

**Prices**

The price freeze — retrospective to March 12 — is a farce given that enterprises had already modified the prices of their goods beyond the limits established by the plan in order to guard against any losses caused by government measures.

The PT proposes the following alternative measures:

1. access of trade union representatives to the enterprise account books;

For most wage earners, however, things will not become so clear so fast. The loss in wages will not be felt until April, when wages will be computed according to the March inflation figures.

As the effects of the recession work their way through, more and more sackings will take place, and at this point the great majority of the population, including a whole series of marginal sectors, will feel the weight of the Collor plan.
2. Labelling of manufactured goods at source with the permitted maximum price;
3. Participation by the unions in the price fixing bodies, by sector of production.

**Monetary reform**

The violence of the readjustment imposed on the financial markets threatens the country with a prolonged recession, since it encourages the concentration and denationalization of the economy which will have irreversible effects on the industrial base and economic development.

The plan makes no distinction between the inheritance of rich and poor families; it does not take into account particular cases of people who do not have the financial means to live; it makes no distinction between big and small enterprises, or between essential sectors and those that are not essential, or between different types of economic activity...

It favours big capital, those sectors who do not need much liquidity, economic groups that organize capital flight and the most solid financial sectors. With the Collor plan it is the powerful who will win, at the detriment of the poorest and weakest sectors. The Collor plan treats international capital in an unacceptable fashion....

The PT proposes the following alternative measures:

1. The establishment of selective criteria for the liberalization of blocked funds, according to the following guidelines:
   a. For those for whom financial savings are the only source of revenues, the authorization of monthly withdrawals up to the limit of the monthly average for the previous twelve months, and not amounting to more than 15 times the minimum wage.
   b. Funds must be released for the purchase of housing according to the rules of the housing finance system for those who have no other housing.
   c. Funds must be released for spending on health, education with legal verification.
   d. Funds must be released for unemployment relief. After March 15 this relief should be 80% of their last wage.

The release of funds must be subject to the following conditions:

a. The falling into account of what is really essential in the economic sector: meeting basic consumption needs, technology and agriculture.

b. Payments due to small and medium sized enterprises.

c. The need for capital to circulate: the basis for the release of funds must take into account taxes paid the previous year, subtracting the liquidity already released.

d. To go through with investments already committed, and establish criteria for strategic investments, in relation to industrial, social and agricultural policy.

2. The converses into cruzeros of the external resources of multinationals must also be subject to these restrictive and selective criteria, compatible with the interests of the country and national development.

**Fiscal reform**

The fiscal reform has increased taxes and imposed new ones on financial actors, big fortunes and agricultural rent; it also eliminates stockholders and fixes future rents.

But, not touching other forms of speculative inheritance, in particular non-productive big rural property, it shows its limits and omissions.

The increase of public charges, with the aim of improving the working of the public enterprises, must not be done to the detriment of the purchasing power of the wage-earners nor become a mere instrument for increasing the profitability of the public sector with regard to its privatization. Furthermore, with this measure, it is the central government that centralizes the increase in fiscal deductions, which is in contradiction of the fundamental principles for fiscal reform defined by the constitution.

The PT proposes the following alternative measures:

The taxation of speculative building property, particularly non-productive rural goods, through the progressive and effective application of the tax on rural landed property, to release funds which will allow the construction of public housing in the cities and land reform.

**Administrative reform**

The administrative reform has been worked out without any discussion on its guiding criteria. The scapegoats will be the public service workers, as if they are the ones responsible for the disorganization of the state apparatus.

The PT is in favour of a reorganization of the state, but believes that it must be done via a wide discussion and by a clear clarification of the criteria that should guide the policy to be adopted with regard to the employees. The PT considers it inadmissible for the employees to be made responsible for the crisis of the state when the Collor plan itself recognizes that the main responsibility for national bankruptcy are interest payments on the internal and external debt.

The PT proposes the following administrative measures:

1. The passing of a law to define the main lines of the reform of inheritance and state administration.

2. The establishment of selective criteria for all questions relating to the administrative reform and inheritance, in particular taking into account employment.

3. The transformation of measures regarding the giving up of national wealth.

**Privatization**

The PT forcefully rejects the vision implied by the government's new talk about privatization. The PT does not accept the idea of giving the executive carte blanche to carry through privatizations and does not accept that these should be presents to foreign capital or the big domestic industrial owners....

A large discussion is needed in Brazil on the role of the state, on the sectors that should be privatized and those that should remain in state control.

The international creditors have not been in any way affected by these measures. Furthermore, the freeing of exchange - one of the demands of the IMF's adjustment policy - may bring serious problems for the Brazilian economy, such as the "dollarization" of a part of the public debt that would facilitate the transfer of capital abroad.

The PT proposes the following alternative measures:

1. The creation of a fund for economic and social development, made up in part of the federal government's surplus on the country's commercial balance, to finance investments in the infrastructure, education, health, housing, transport, food supply, employment and cleaning.

2. The rejection of the creation of a national privatization programme that would make state enterprises disappear; the installation of a law regulating the public sector that would match the industrial policy; an annual vote on a law on privatizations that would define which enterprises and under what criteria privatization would take place.

3. As for the foreign debt, the PT reaffirms that it is opposed to its payment and proposes the suspension of its repayment.

**Land reform**

By failing to tax non-productive land, the government's economic reforms favour the interests of the big owners and those who keep land idle....

The PT proposes the following alternative measures:

1. The establishment of a national program for agrarian reform with public funds and support from the national bank in credits that have been blocked;

2. The putting in place of an agrarian policy that gives priority to the production of foodstuffs and raw materials necessary for the making of things needed by the mass of the population;

...The PT will not allow, in the name of fighting hyper-inflation, the government to take a series of illegal measures, for, tomorrow, and using other pretexts, it will be ready to violate individual and collective rights and public liberties.

The PT does not believe that the fight against inflation can only be conducted via a recession. Without a democratic policy that fights inflation and the economic crisis and which attacks their structural causes, the country will not reach a level of development where the revenues can be distributed - which must be the aim of any democratic economic policy.

The NEC of the PT calls on its militants and sympathizers along with all popular and democratic forces to mobilize in the Congress and in the social movements to defend these alternative propositions. *
Free enterprise didn’t sell

THE WRITER Mario Vargas Llosa, a champion of free enterprise and anti-Communism, has just experienced a colorful episode. While the polls predicted he would get more than 50% of the vote for president, he just edged ahead of an obscure candidate, the son of Japanese immigrants, Alberto Fujimori, who got 30% in the April 8 elections.

The election campaign was started by Vargas Llosa two years ago. The prominent writer had the help of the best public relations experts in the United States, and he spent millions to inundate the media. All this labor crumbled in the space of a few hours, for the benefit of an unknown candidate, a political newcomer, Alberto Fujimori.

Nonetheless, everything had indicated that Vargas Llosa would win the election, with the support of the extreme right Frente Democratico (FREDEMO) coalition. The FREDEMO was made up of the two old parties that represent the ruling class in Peru, Acción Popular and the Partido Popular Cristiano, along with the movement formed by Vargas Llosa, “Libertad.”

FREDEMO’s steamroller. The Peruvian people did not want to vote for APRA, which had starved them. It could no longer throw its votes to the left. The latter had gone through a period of internal warfare and divisions that led to its breaking up. Thus, its forces were split in the elections between the United Left and its former leader, Alfonso Barrantes, who formed his own coalition, the Socialist Left.

The events in East Europe and the defeat of the Sandinista front in Nicaragua certainly had an impact on the voters. Finally, the municipal governments run by the left had brought no substantial improvement in the lives of people and tarnished its image. It was in this context that Mario Vargas Llosa’s candidacy emerged.

Peruvian voters tired of politicians

FREDEMO exerted itself to project a promise of “change.” At the beginning, the voters looked sympathetically on Vargas Llosa’s candidacy, because they were tired of “politicians.” The writer tried to present himself as different, claiming to be “independent.”

But the backing of the classic parties of the right (including the party of former president Belaunde Terry) for Libertad detracted from his image. What change could be expected from the old hands of the right? Then, the big capitalists gave their support to FREDEMO, spending millions on its propaganda.

At this point, Peruvians began looking for a “real” independent candidate, and they found “Cambio [Change] 90 and its standard-bearer, Fujimori. He also talked about “technology” and promised “capital” to bail out Peru, like the FREDEMO. But he was careful not to give any hints of attacks on unemployment and the social gains of the masses.

APRA and the left, for their part, strove to expose FREDEMO’s governmental plans, denouncing the arrogant speeches of Vargas Llosa, whose overconfidence led him to talk too bluntly. He made no bones about his intentions — economic “shock” treatment for the country, privatizing the national enterprises and firing half a million workers in this sector, abolishing security of employment, “regulating” the right to strike, splitting up the peasant communities, abolishing free education after the third year of high-school and so on.

Llosa spends millions on campaign

Most of all, Peruvians saw the millions the rich spent on this campaign in a country ravaged by hunger. That is what repelled them from Vargas Llosa and then attracted them to another candidate. The writer’s public relations experts were unable to understand this phenomenon.

FREDEMO has accused Fujimori of not having any program. But APRA did not have any more of one when it took over the government in 1980. Moreover, Fujimori’s line was more reassuring than that of the literary man. He did not want to privatize the nationalized sector, and he talked about social inequalities that stoked the fires of the Shining Path guerrillas and which had to be combatted.

Fujimori promised that education would remain free, that security of employment would be protected and, above all, that he was not going to apply any “shock” therapy to the Peruvian economy. This line reassured the Peruvian masses, but also some sections of the
bourgeoisie and traders who feared that successive Llosa's "free enterprise" program would bring them to an economic situation similar to the Chilean or Bolivian one.

Vargas Llosa recognizes that he is poorly placed for the second round, and nearly decided not to run. He knows that on June 5 he will have a hard time topping 30%, while Fujimori can count on getting the APRA and left vote (respectively 20% and 11%), regardless of what the leaderships of these forces call for. He also knows that in order to apply his economic policy, he will need an absolute majority and full powers, which he will not get.

United Left pays heavily for split

The left came out of this election in a still more weakened state. First of all, it suffered a rebuff by the voters, with the United Left getting 7% and the Socialist Left 4%; while before the split it got 30% in the 1983 municipal elections and 23% in 1986. Its administration of city governments did not involve any break with the system. It was not able to develop elements of direct democracy or attack the rich. Today, it is asking nothing more from Fujimori in order to call for a vote for him in the second round than that he clarify his program. As for the Maoist guerilla organization Shining Path, its sectarianism (it is more and more often attacking left activists) is isolating it. Its call for a boycott of the vote had very little impact.

APRA's defeat and the results of this election reveal the impasse in which Peru finds itself. If the vote, Fujimori will not be able to stand up to the pressures of imperialism or those of the big Peruvian capitalists. But the defeat dealt to Vargas Llosa has shown the mass opposition to the ultra-free-enterprise schemes.

The Peruvian state is getting weaker by the day. Shining Path controls some areas of the country. The mass movement is resisting in important sectors. The army rules in whole regions (the number of deaths has risen in these last years to 18,000, and that does not include the "missing"). In other areas, the drug traffickers rule the roost. This disintegration of Peru will continue if Fujimori wins, and it can wear him out very quickly.

Kohl and Mitterrand speed up plans for European unity

ON APRIL 18 the Brussels-based Commission of the European Economic Community (EEC) put forward a plan for the phased integration of East Germany into the EEC. The following day France's President Francois Mitterrand and the West German Chancellor Helmut Kohl proposed speeding things up so that "economic and monetary union as well as political union could be achieved by January 1, 1993." These two events demonstrate the ways in which the majority of the EEC's members are trying to overcome the existing difficulties and contradictions.

CLAUDE GABRIEL

THE EVENTS in Eastern Europe and above all the collapse of the Stalinist regime in the GDR are being read as dangers for the European unity project.

In reality, despite all the restructurings, far from embodying a coherent, rationally structured and centralized economy, the EEC today remains a field for intense competition between firms and financial companies enjoying the support of the individual member states.

In such a context and given West Germany's economic power, it might have been expected that Bonn would make its priority imperialist expansion eastwards rather than West European integration. The priority given to absorbing the GDR and the West German chancellor's brief period of hesitation over support for European economic and monetary union seemed to give credence to such an expectation.

Drive to integration still powerful

However, in fact, the new problems for the EEC project arising from the dramatic developments in Eastern Europe do not necessarily call into question the powerful tendencies towards integration, as is shown by the Brussels' Commission proposals and the Kohl-Mitterrand statement.

At stake in the immediate future in Eastern Europe is commercial expansion, the opportunities for relocating production to a region of low wage costs, and a controlled transfer of technology financially underpinned by the states and international financial institutions. At stake in the long term in the EEC, however, is the centralization of capital, the creation of a vast United market with 323 million inhabitants, and the establishment of institutional and financial tools for overcoming the obstacles to modernization of production and the employment of new technologies, in the face of American and Japanese competition.

It is not just a matter of a difference in quantity between the potential of the East and the perspectives of the West. The difference is qualitative.

This is not to gloss over the difficulties lying in the path of European capitalistic construction, but, even so, it is an essential factor for understanding what the real policies at work are. Spending on mergers and purchases of enterprises involving European actors was $11.1 billion in 1988.

FRG plays preponderant role in EEC

Furthermore, more than half of the FRG's foreign investments are in the EEC, which means that the FRG plays a preponderant role in the EEC, whatever the competition between the individual EEC countries with regard to expansion in the East. Such facts determine capital's main needs.

The choice being made in Brussels, Paris and Bonn to deal with the new problems is thus to move faster towards economic and political union. The most interesting
aspect is the attempt to combine the most rapid possible carrying through of economic and monetary integration (EMU) and political union.

In their joint statement on April 19, Mitterrand and Kohl propose launching "preparations for an inter-governmental conference on political union." "The aims of this are to reinforce the democratic legitimacy of the union; make its institutions more effective; ensure the unity and coherence of the union's actions in the economic, monetary and political spheres; to define and put to work a common foreign and security policy." The slump in Mrs. Thatcher's domestic popularity is also a factor working to the benefit of a project that horrifies the British government.

Obstacles to European state remain

There is, of course, a gap between desire and reality. A European state will not come into being because the Brussels Commission gets some executive powers, the European Parliament the right to make more decisions or the Council of Europe gets stronger. Surmounting the contradictions between the internationalization of capital and the maintenance of "national" states remains a hard task.

But even in this realm, the objective needs are becoming more and more pressing. How, for example, can there be monetary union without central control of monetary and fiscal policies to establish rigorously fixed rates of exchange between the national currencies?

The Financial Times of January 17, in an article not at all favourable to Mrs. Thatcher's "nationalist" theses explained: "The liberalization of the flow of money will greatly weaken the good functioning of the exchange mechanisms.

"If exchange rate stability is to be maintained, the liberalization of capital movements must be hand in hand with substantial efforts by the monetary authorities on two fronts. In the first place, it is necessary to coherently formulate the monetary targets of the individual countries so that the direction of the evolution of the money supply is compatible with fixed exchange rates. In the second place, a firm and well-structured support is needed for the bilateral parities, in order to convince the markets that the stability of the exchange rates is going to last."

Transfer of authority to EEC implied

These processes therefore imply a growing transfer of authority from the national governments to community institutions. In order to cope with the asymmetry between the Deutschmark and the other currencies, and between the German economy and that of the other countries in an open market, the EMU has to be accompanied by a corresponding political and institutional project.

It goes without saying that this transfer of power will pose important problems of "legitimacy". There is a gulf between popular perceptions of the existing states and of a technocratic administration in Brussels.

This is why Kohl and Mitterrand are so preoccupied with giving democratic legitimacy to the political union. They have a lot on their plate. There are other problems that have to be solved at the same time — in the first place, the reorganization of the Atlantic Alliance, the march towards European defence and, as a consequence, the integration of the European armaments industry. There is also the need to define a common coherent policy towards Eastern Europe, where the risk of political crisis and social collapse is very real.

This is why the Brussels Commission is also keeping a close eye on economic and financial interventions in the East. There will be an increasingly closer connection between the economic and industrial perspectives of these countries and their political evolution.

The final overcoming of these problems will involve a centralized intervention by the EEC states and regional financial institutions.

As far as East Germany is concerned, the Commission states that it is necessary to "pass from information and consultation, and this demands appropriate procedures, ensuring the best possible transparency in the development of the interim phase of adaptation."

In other terms, the Community will get its ear in since it will also be intervening there, including at the financial level. The GDR operation carries important risks for the whole of the EEC and the stability of the European Monetary System (EMS). Inflationary pressures risks being very strong.

But on the other hand the European governments hope that the possibilities for extra growth in the FRG (estimated at 1%) will permit Western Europe as a whole to avoid following the United States, not to say Japan, into recession. There is thus at the present time a big contradiction between the maintenance of the EMU and the political and economic opening to the East (at least in terms of starting both processes going at the same time for in the long term the overall costs will begin to bear down).

Things might however be different if the whole of the imperialist world went into recession. To avoid such a scenario is another reason why Paris and Bonn have decided to make a dash for the finishing line.

Invest in the new Europe!

AT A TIME of great upheavals in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe, at a moment when the world is changing so quickly, the ideologies of the free market and capitalism are rushing into the breach to substitute a new mystification for the old Stalinist poles.

Their methods are those proper to "really-existing" capitalism — the weight of the multinationals, state blackmail, the power of money, and so on. Democratic democracy has not hesitated to offer its services to this new crusade.

Our goals are entirely different. We remain, today as yesterday, faithful to the fight against all oppression and exploitation, revolutionary against both Stalinism and capitalism! Despite their arrogant bluster, those who wish to pass off the Stalinist caricature as the inevitable outcome of socialism have not succeeded. Democratic socialism will remain an ideal for oppressed humanity, and, in reality, represents the only way out of the crisis facing the human race.

The collapse of Stalinism in Eastern Europe brings new hope, but also new responsibilities, for revolutionary socialists. Our voice must be heard in the great debates taking place in these countries. It is necessary to ensure that the advocates of capitalism do not have a monopoly of the press.

For this reason the United Secretariat of the Fourth International is launching an international financial campaign to gather the means to respond to the new situation, to make known its opinions and analyses, and to help its supporters in Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union to organize themselves.

Donations should be addressed to: Eastern European Solidarity AMRO bank Account no. 444 531 092 Amsterdam Holland (central agency AMRO, Rembrandt Plein 1)